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Connecticut Governor William A. O'Neill is surrounded by students and faculty at the CISL Convention
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O'Neill Focuses On Higher
Education at CISL Convention
by W.N.Gregg
On Friday, April 16 in Hamlin
Hall, Governor William A. O'Neill
delivered a succinct address at a
convention sponsored by the CISL
(Connecticut Intercollegiate State
Legislature) concerning the reorganization of higher education in
the State of Connecticut.
There was a brief introduction by
Ted Hartsoe, President of the
CISL, emphasizing Governor
O'Neill's accomplishments in the
Connecticut State .Government.
Following Hartsoe's comments, the
Governor began his dissertation by
pointing out that he was "not about
to make a major address, but only
desired to ennunciate those constate government in recent, years,
of higher education."
He then began to comment on
the stability of the Connecticut
State Government in recent years.
The Governor claimed, "the recent
Conference between labor and business leaders was extremely successful with cooperation from both
groups. The Governor's Blue Ribbon Commission, composed primarily of labor and business leadr
ers, made recommendations which
were incorporated into the 620 Bill,
which was concerned with the
restructuring of higher education in
•Connecticut. Their major, recommendation was to Have a certain
Board of Governors make the ultimate decisions concerning higher
education in this State." "The
necessity of this Board," the
Governor emphasized, "would be
to ameliorate the coordination in
the restructuring of higher education in Connecticut." The Governor pointed . out that "finding
dollars for education won't be coming anymore." He further claimed
that ."duplication in educational
processes was not necessary with
the present shortage of funds."
In stipulating the qualities of
character needed in order to be
selected to this Board of Governors,
O'Neill noted that only those persons of "high caliber" would be
chosen for the Committee. The
Governor found that the important
educational decisions made on the

Board could not.be properly fotrhulated by either legislators nor those
persons, such as professors, affiliated with academic institutions
since they may have biased opinions.
At this point Governor O'Neill
offered to accept questions pertaining to his signing of the new Bill,
which raised the drinking age to 19.
The Governor claimed that his
major concern was "to alleviate the

problem of teenage drinking and
driving," yet ''I am concerned with
an increase in highway accidents
due to teenagers returning lo Connecticut intoxicated from drinking
in New York." With respect to
questions concerning his ideas on
the restructuring of higher education, the Governor reemphasized
the point that he wanted better
coordination on the ' 'local level."

an academic star," English remarked, "although I am happy
The recent publication of the that they think Trinity is a pleasant
New York Times Selective Guide to place to be. I d o t o o . "
Colleges has prompted a variety of
Next month English will be going
reactions from college ad- to New York to meet with Fiske. He
ministrators across the nation. hopes the Times will change the
Some are thrilled with the book academic rating, however, he feels
because their institutions were "it is a somewhat dubious exercise
awarded 5 stars for academics and 4 to put a numerical rating on the
or 5 stars for social life and/or academics of an institution. It was
quality of life. However, more incorrect to try to quantify things
often than not, administrators at that you really can't quantify," he
the 265 colleges reviewed in/ the a d d e d .
..'•.'••
book are upset by the Times rating
English explained that he is curbecause they feel the quality of their rently working on "a plan for planinstitution has been underestimated. ning," the details of which will be
Trinity President James- F. completed in another week or two.
English, Jr. is one such college ad- This plan initially involves spending
ministrator who is "disappointed" the next year thinking through the
with the Times rating and feels that objectives of the college. By setting
it is "clearly an error on their up several groups that will work on
Dart." In a letter to Edward B. various aspects of Trinity's future,
Fiske, editor of the Times book, English hopes to build' a coherent
English qualified his objection to and innovative plan for the balance
the three star academic rating of the '80's. These groups, composgiven to Trinity by citing such ed of students, faculty and adthings as the rising number of ministrators, will address such
applications, the strong admissions topics as the rigor and strength of
picture of the class of 1986, and the the academics, the. quality of life .
library, considered to be one of the and the interaction of the academic
best small college libraries in the sphere with the social sphere, and
country. "I would be delighted to the college's relationship to the city
continued on page 2
trade off one of our social stars for :

Students Sample
Spring Extemships
This Spring vacation, while many
Trinity students were sunning
themselves on the beaches of
Florida, 27 of their more ambitious
counterparts were working in
newsrooms, banks, and hospitals
ail over the United States. As part
of Trinity's Spring Career Externship Program, these students were
able to spend one to two weeks
observing a field of their interest
and meeting some of the leading
men and women in the arts, communications, and business.
During her one-week extemship,
Kathleen. E. O'Connor, '85,
shadowed the assistant manager of
the Philharmonic Orchestra, accompanying nirh to board meetings,
listening to rehearsals, and helping
him select contracts for the coming
year. O'Connor, herself a musician,
was able to meet and talk with members of the orchestra," including
Julius Baker, the principal flutist.
The highlight of her week, however,
was when she was introduced to
Leonard Bernstein, whom she
found to be very gracious and
"very, very intelligent," She was
able to attend concerts free of
charge while she was in New York,
and at the last performance of the
week, she enjoyed the honor of
sitting in Bernstein's box!
O'Connor described her week as
"busy," "exciting," and especially
helpful. Since she is seriously considering a career in orchestra
management, she felt that the externship gave her a chance see what
the job is really like. Furthermore,

interacting with the musicians
diminished her fear and awe of
them and enabled her to get a
glimpse of their human side. "In
concert they are transformed into
something bigger than they really
are through their beautiful music,
but when you meet them backstage,
they're just friendly and ooen and
down to earlh," she stated.
Junior Joseph J. McAIeer, Jr
worked alongside Walter Bingham,
the' Senior Editoi of Sports Illustrated, for a weekend. McAIeer
continued on page 5
Spnng weather brings musicians to tne <juad.

SGA Endorses Freshman Advisor
The S t u d e n t G o v e r n m e n t
Association (SGA) met in Mather
Dining Hall oh April 13 at 9:30
p.m.
The highlight of the meeting concerned discussion of a motion to
support the establishment of a fulltime freshman class advisor. The
motion passed by a vote of 20 to
two.
In other new business Steve Noi-

ton '85 was appointed temporary
foi an award to be given oui anchairman of the Elections Commit- ' nually on Honors Day, It will go to
tee and Joy Hayden will be the temthe individual or group that the
porary chairman for the Book ExSGA feels has most benefitted the
change Committee. The Trinity
Trinity community that year.
Off-Topic Debating Club was
Nominees for the award included
granted ad hoc status to go before the Trinity Tutoring Program, Big
the budget committee.
Brothers/Big Sisteri, and the
Hcartfoid Campaign. The winner
Pertaining to old business, the
will be announced on Honors Day.
SGA discussed proposed standaids
Mathei renovation is expected to
begin this winter, with work on the
east side extension first. Ventilation
and elevator installation are also
priorities. Kitchen and serving area
Alcohol: Does Trinity Have a Problem?
improvements are not expected to
P- 8-9
be made until the Summer of '83.
While about half of Wean Lounge
A Look at Problem Drinking
will be lost to the kitchen expanP JO
sion, it is hoped that this space will
&be made up for by a greater upstairs
No Menu This Week — Read About John Rose
area.^
The next meeting will be on April
2iSn Mather Dining Hall at 9:30
A Weird Conversation
P- 15
p.m.
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Drew A. Hyiana, Dana Professor of Philosophy

DeRocco Discusses
Biological Clocks
by Grace De Majewski
Dean of the Faculty Andrew O.
DeRocco presented a lecture entitled "Biological Time docks" in
Hamlia Hall on Wednesday, April
14th, as part of the Faculty Research
Lecture Series.
DeKocco's talk
focused on the pervasive pattern in
nature of the organization of biological activity into cycles. DeRocco
argued that an intrinsic mechanism
rather than an outside force regulates the behavior of certain
organisms.
Pliny the Elder noticed that
leaves assume different positions at
different times of the day. Even the
time of the day has been told by the
Scarlet Pimpernel which opens at
2:00 p.m., the flowering of the
Evening Primrose at 6:00 p.m., and
the blossoming of many other
flowers. The real issues of
biological clocks can never surface
because the rhythm lacks function
and is driven by an external force.
However, in 1950, this rhythm was
, .determined to be internal.
•' The science of biological clocks,
known as chronobiology, assumes
that the state of an oscilatory
organism is not steady, said DeRocco. This is because cells reproduce
at specific times, not uniformly, explained DeRocco. Biological clocks
are not 24 hours long but very
nearly so. They can orchestrate

their behavior to an outside force
due to the organization of the cell.
However, when an organism is forced into another environmental
day, it knows something is wrong
but cannot adapt. "I'm being terribly anthropomorphic when I say
that an organism has some adaption
ability," DeRocco admitted with a
smile.
For example, an organism's
behavior persists, in the absence of
external light. The natural rhythm
of the human body temperature is a
biological clock which is 2A3A hours
long instead of 24. An experiment
with homing pigeons in which they
were subjected to the conditions of
a six-hour day made them fly exactly 90° from the direction in which
they were supposed to go, DeRocco
related.
A puzzling aspect of the human
biological clock is thftjabjlity to miss
sleep which it is not able to make up
during the day.
One task in the study of biological clocks is finding a pacemaker
unaffected by temperature, of
which the biological rhythm continues even when the nucleus is
removed. "Any experiment that
confirms a theory teaches you
nothing. One that fails gives you
reason to scratch for more and
that's what I'm hoping to d o , "
DeRocco concluded.

Hyland Named Dana Professor
Dr. Drew A. Hyland of East
Hampton, Connecticut, has been
named Charles A. Dana Professor
of Philosophy at Trinity College,
President James F. English, Jr.,
announced Friday.
In making the announcement,
President English said, "We are
pleased to - appoint Professor
Hyland, one of our finest scholars
and teachers, to a Dana professorship. These professorships have
provided the College with financial
support to ensure our ability to attract and retain outstanding faculty
at Trinity."
The Dana Foundation awarded
Trinity a $250,000 grant in 1974 to
provide supplementary compensation for four full professors at the
College. Currently, there are Dana
professors in the departments of
mathematics and political science,
as well as a college professorship in
the humanities.
Hyland, 43, has been a member
of the Trinity faculty since 1967. A
Pennsylvania native, he earned his
bachelor's degree from Princeton
and his. master's and doctoral
degrees from Pennsylvania State
University. He taught at the University of Toronto from 1964-1967.
Hyland is a specialist in Greek
and continental philosophy, as well
as the philosophy of sport. An accomplished scholar, he is the author
of two books, The Origins of Philosophy (1973) and The Virtue of
Philosophy: An Interpretation of
Plato's Charmides (1981), as well as

Discipline File
Four students were admonished
for inappropriate behavior.
One student was fined for misuse
of a parking sticker.
One student was restricted from
housing,
One student was censored, fined
$25 for using fireworks and obliged
to write a letter of apology.
Two students were removed from
housing and forced to pay restitution for vandalism. .
One student was admonished and
fined for breaking bottles.
Two students were fined for damages caused by their guests.
One student was given a temporary on-call censure.
One student was admonished for
a fight.

numerous articles. He is currently
researching a book on the significance of play for human beings.
A professor of philosophy at
Trinity since 1975, Hyland was
chairman of the philosophy department from 1974-1977. He is former
president, and currently a member
of the executive council of the Philosophic Society for the Study of
Sport.
The Charles A. Dana Foundation

Revised Awareness
Week Schedule
Tuesday April 20:
'
~~
~
Lunch Discussion: "U.S. Policy and Africa" Hosted by H. McKim Stecle, Professor of History. 12:30. White Room, Mather Dining Hall
Cave Discussion: "Alcohol: Is There a Problem?" Hosted by the Trinity Alcohol
Awareness Program. 4:30.
Lecture: "Reaganomics and Its Effects on the Black Community" Benjamin
Hooks, President of the NAACP. 8:00. Washington Room. (Sponsored by TCB
and the Office of the Dean of Students).
Wednesday April 21:
• Lunch Discussion: "Sexism: Ways In Which Feminism in a Sexist Society Leads
to Serious Problems With Which We Have To Deal'.' Hosted by Bill Puka, Assistant Professor of Philosophy. 12:30, White Room, Mather Dining Hall.
Cave Discussion: Lecture: "Puerto Ricans In Hartford" Maria Gonzalez
Borrero, Director, Hispanic Health Council. 4:00. McCook Auditorium.
10:00-12:00: Trinity Alcohol Awareness Program Pub Night: Educational Table
and Breathalyzer. Pub, Mather Campus Center.
Lecture: "The Social and Economic Effects of the Arms Build-up" Paul
Murphy, formerly of Cornell University. 8:00, McCook Auditorium
Thursday April 22:
Lunch Discussion: 'Problems with the Definition of Sexism, Racism, and Harassment'.' Hosted by Dina Anselmij Assistant Professor of Psychology. 12:30. White
Room, Mather Dining Hall.
Cave Discussion: "Nuclear Freeze; Replying to Its Critics'.' Hosted by Frank
Kirkpatrick, Associate Professor of Religion. 4:30.
10:00-12:00: Trinity Alcohol Awareness Program Pub Night: Educational Table
and Breathalyzer. Pub, Mather Campus Center.
Friday April 23:
Lunch Discussion: "Lanaguage: Destructive and Constructive Use." Hosted by
Dr. Peter Lyons, Lecturer in Composition. 12:30. White Room, Mather Dining
Hall.
Cave Discussion: "Administrative Outreach into the Student Body and the Community." Hosted by President James English, Jr. 4:30.
29 Hour MS Dance Marathon beginning at 6:00 PM. Sponsored by InterFraternity Council and St. Joseph's College. Ferris Athletic Center.
Cabaret Night: Sponsored by Trinity Coalition of Blacks. 9:30. Mather Hall.
Sunday April 25:
11:00-1:00: Band on the main Quad.
1:00-3:00: Lecture: "Student Activism in the 1980's" By Ralph Nader, Consumer Advocate.
.
Balloon Launch to demonstrate the possible extension of a nuclear
fallout.
Exhibitions by the Sierra Club, Green Peace, AMC, and other environmentally concerned organizations.
Food and game booths
3:00-5:00: Two Bands on main Quad, Confusion and Walker Red.
5:15-7:00: Barbequc on the main Quad (in place of regular Mather dinner). All
students, faculty, Administration and staff are invited.

IN CASE OF RAIN, SUNDAY AFTERNOON EVENTS WILL BE HELD IN
THE MERRIS ATHLETIC CENTER AND DINNER WILL BE HELD IN THE
;
MATHER CAMPUS CENTER.

Three Star Rating Sparks Action
' continued from page 1
Hartford.
In addition to this broader planning process, President English has
appointed a committee to address
several academic procedures including the Pass/Fail option, the Add/
Drop system and the subject of Incompletes. .Since this committee is
limited in scope, English hopes it
will have completed its work by
next fall so that the information obtained can be fed into the broader
-planning process.
Dean of the Faculty Andrew G.
DeRocco is the Chairman of the
newly formed committee which has
not yet been named. Other members include Dean of Students
David Winer, College Counselor
George C. Higgins Jr. and Philosophy Professor Helen S. Lang, all
of the Academic Affairs Committee;,
and Modern Languages Professor
Kenneth Lloyd-Jones, Engineering
Professor David Ahlgren and
Associate Academic Dean- J.
Ronald Spencer, all of the Curriculum Committee. Joanne M.
Miller, Registrar, will also be invited regularly to participate in the
committee.
DeRocco explained that in addition to addressing the "small but
nevertheless important points of
how we do our business." the committee will be addressing the
broader questions of: what within
of

the academic component constitutes the essential that students
should know and be comfortable
with? How are we going to judge
performance? Ane how high will we
reach for those special kinds of
things that can only take place at a
college?
"The things we do here are not
replicated in other situations." he
stressed, "and we need to find out
what it is that we really should do to
use this wonderful wealth of talent
that exists within the students and
faculty for this noble purpose. We
arc being insufficiently crisp in our
acdemic standards," DeRocco concluded, "and wouldn't it be nice to
establish some consensus as to what
it means to have an education? I
welcome the New York Times
Guide because it has given the col- •
lege a chance to optimistically and
willingly look at ourselves. We are a
part of a special experience and no
one from outside can make a
general conception of u s . "
When asked about the students'
reaction to the Times guide, one
student, who asked to remain
anonymous, replied, "Trinity is an
unusual school in that it maintains a
high level of academics but is also a
party school. I think there is no
question that Trinity should have a
least four stars for academics, but I
think the high academic level is
often misjudged because too much

emphasis is placed on the party image which is contributed to in reaction part by the influence of the
fraternity system on the social
scene.'1
"We can tone ourselves up even
more than we have," President
English concluded," and we will be
setting our course for the remainder
of the "80's that will be exciting
and forward m o v i n g . "

LemonRelaySet
The infamous Trinity team marathon has returned! The "Lemon
Squeezer" team relay is set for the
evening of May 1 at 8:00 p.m. Two
seniors, David Mueller and Scott
Cassie, have organized the run in
order to generate funds for the
' Senior Class Scholarship, this year's
Senior Class Gift.
Each runner will raise pledge
money by getting sponsors for every
mile he-or she runs.
Teams are to be ot no more tnan
10 members and may be co-ed.
Teams may register through their
team captain by contacting either
Scott Cassie (Box 506) or Dave
Mueller (Box 760) no later than
Thursday, April 22. A registration
fee of $1.00 per person is requested
to cover the cost of the runner's
brunch on Sunday in Hamlin Hall.
For further information, call Dave
or Scott at 246-4196.

of Greenwich, Connecticut, was
founded in 1950 by the late Charles
A. Dana, an attorney, businessman
and philanthropist. The foundation
makes grants primarily in the fields
of higher education and health.
Trinity received a $105,000
challenge grant from the Dana
Foundation in 1977 to stimulate increased contributions and greater
participation in the College's annual
Alumni Fund.

ICELANDAIR INTRODUCES
NEW BARGAIN FARES TO
MORE OF EUROPE.
LUXEMBOURG-] r — PARIS

449 499
ROUNDTRIP
FROM NEW YORK

ZURICH

ROUNDTRIP
FROM NEW YORK

FRANKFURT

539 499

ROUNDTRIP
FROM NEW YORK

ROUNDTRIP

'FROM NEW YORK

All Apex fares: April 1 - May 14, 1982, 7-90 day stay fr-60 days Luxembourg. Stopovers permitted in both directions. H day advance purchase
required. Seats limited. Ask about our law: tost Normal, Same Day, and
Group fares, too.
.
.
'

,

ALSO LOW COST CONNECTING SERVICE TO NICE AND AMSTERDAM.
Icelandair from New York to Luxembourg. Luxair or Crossair connecting service
to other destinations.
• Confirmed reservation. • Free wine with dinner, cognac after.
• Bargain Stopover Tours of Iceland and Luxembourg. • Bargain car
rentals. • Purchase tickets in U.S. • AH fares subject to change and
government approval.
See your travelagent. In NYC call 757-8585. Elsewhere call 800/555-1212 for the toll free
Icelandair number in your area.

ICELANDAIR^
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McNulty Examines Chapel
Glass and Carvings
by Joanne Matzen
Professor of English J. Bard
McNulty, in his lecture Thursday
evening, entitled "Traditional Patterns in the Glass and Carvings in the
Trinity College Chapel," enlightened his audience to the spirit and
dedication exhibited in the Trinity
College Chapel which celebrates its
fiftieth anniversary this spring.
McNulty pointed out that from
its very beginning the spirit of the
Chapel was felt among all those
connected with its planning, designing, and building, from the individual workmen to Reverend Remsen Ogilby, President of the College
at the time. Upon completion of the
crypt in December 1930, Ogilby
suggested holding a service there.
The turnout was so successful,
noted McNulty, that the service was
held weekly thereafter.
In addition, the workmen formed
the Chapel Builders Alumni Association after the building was finished. For as long as a survivor
existed, the association met yearly,
"Ordinary workmen," said McNulty, "were dedicated to such a
degree that they often gave gifts to
the Chapel from their meager salaries. The last gift was received 30
years after the laying of the cornerstone."
McNulty briefly outlined the succession of Trinity chapels, from the
original Neoclassical version built
by SamuelMorse at Bushnell Park
to the more elaborate chapel in Seabury Hall. While a student at
Trinity, William Gwinn Mather was
fined $1.00 for defacing the original
chapel, said McNulty, relating an
amusing anecdote. Several years
later, upon making his fortune,
Mather donated money for the
building of the new chapel.
The existing chapel was built in
the Gothic revival style. McNulty
found the building to represent a
collapsed history of architectural
styles. From the crypt up to the
tower, the architecture gradually
reveals later styles.
The Chapel was built to serve a
variety of functions in ministering
to the needs of the community
whether they be religious or nonreligious in nature. "If one sets out
one-third of the way through the

Twentieth Century to create a
building along lines laid out 600-700
years ago," McNulty posed the
problem, "what kinds of opportunities does this offer?"
McNulty, in delving into the intricate planning of the interior,
presented piece by piece the carvings and glass found on the walls
and pew ends. Initial ideas were
refined to suit the building's purpose as was. a wooden frieze originally designed to illustrate the
Christian pilgrimages, he said.
Later, the design was changed to a
more appropriate academic theme
of figures clad in caps and gowns
proceeding past the Trinity Chapel,
McNultv continued.
The main East Window of the
Chapel shows the moment in which
Christ opens the seven seals on the
Day of Judgement. "This was appropriate to the academic situation," remarked McNulty, "in that
it inspires people to do their best,
then judges them for what they've
done." The window also holds
images of the Ogilby family,
Mather and his wife, Bishop Seabury, and Abraham Lincoln.

Windows in the North Chapel
illustrate the Last Supper and, as
McNulty said, each window plate
conveys stories of friendship. The
Rose Window, not unlike most rose
windows, is dedicated to the Virgin.
Each unique pew end, most of
which are dedicated to students,
alumni, and professors, tells a story
such as that of the one dedicated to
Mather. On the pew arm is carved a
man digging ore, to represent the
source of Mather's fortune. On the
side of the pew is carved a scene of
the early pilgrims kneeling while in
the background a pilgrim is chasing
after an Indian. According to McNulty, Mather would often remark,
"First they fell upon their knees
and then upon the aborigines."
Mather was a descendent of the
early pilgrims. •-•
Another pew end represents education. The owl and the Goddess
Athena, both intended to symbolize
wisdom, are depicted on it. According to McNulty, however, the owl
in medieval terms is stupid because
it cannot see in light; therefore, it
cannot see when the "light of the
world" comes. And Athena, pagan

J. Bard McNulty, Goodwin Professor of English.
goddess of wisdom, is seldom to be schools with which Ogilby was associated, as well as the Ogilby Coat of
found in a Gothic cathedral.
A pew end is also dedicated to the Arms and a picture of the Chapel,
football" team of. 1933. Engraved "his most successful building."
McNulty analyzed various other
upon it is the formula 7 + ~~} A + w
works within the Chapel which furwhich translated, said McNulty, ther illustrated the great thought
means "Chuck Kingston and Dan behind each intricate work.
Snowden, plus ten good football Because of the contributions and
players, and Peter and Lyman dedication of many, said McNulty,
Ogilby is greater than Amherst and the Chapel exists as it does today.
To further illustrate this point, he
Wesleyan."
finally, the pew end dedicated to pointed to the cornerstone on which
"the moving light behind the the following words are engraved:
. Chapel," Dr. Ogilby, preserves the "Unless the building is built in the
insignia of Harvard, Trinity, and spirit of God, the builders have
:
Roxbury Latin School — the three built in vain."

Visitation Days Program Scheduled
If the lunch lines in Mather are a
bit longer and your morning classes
include several parents this week,
don't be surprised. This rise in campus population is due to the Trinity
Visitation Day Program for prospective freshmen and their parents.
Sponsored by the Office of Admissions, the week-long program is
expected to draw from 60 to 100
students a day. Incoming students
and their guests will be able to participate in a variety of activities
designed to provide specific infor-

mation about academic and cocurricular life at Trinity, according
to Helen Scotte Gordon, Assistant
Director of Admissions.
Each day during this period will
focus upon academic departments
in a specific area of concentration.
Activities planned on a daily basis
include classroom visits, campus
tours, panel discussions with undergraduates, and an informal "information exchange period" with representatives from student service
offices on campus.

TUESDAY, THURSDAY
APRIL 20, 22
9:15-9:45
Introductory Session (Austin ArtsCenter)
9:55-11:10 Class Session I
•. .
10:30-12:00
Optional Program for Parents (haak Walton Room, Library)
11:20-12:35
Class Session II
11:30Guided campus tours depart from Wean Lounge (Mather Campus
Center)
ll:3O-l:2Ov
Lunch (Mather Campus Center)
1:15-2:00
Student Panel Discussion (Alumni Lounge)
2:00-2:45
Information Exchange (Alumni Lounge). Following this session,
guided tours will be available.
3:00-4:15
Departmental Open Houses
'

For

Pizza and
Hot Owm Grmdfms
Caltwh&n you
leaw® — it will
your amwal

'

Com® in and Eat in our
EXPANDED Dining' Room

287 N&w Britain Av®.
Hartford
Across from
Smith Campus
Richard Staron, prop

247-0234

DAILY LISTINGS OF ACADEMIC CONCENTRATION AREAS
Tuesday, April 20
Social Sciences
Wednesday, April 21 Arts and Humanities
Thursday, April 22 . Sciences
Friday, April 23
Social Sciences
WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY
APRIL 21, 23
9:45-10:15
Introductory Session (Austin Arts Center)
10:30-11:20
Class Session I (see list of classes)
10:30-11:20
Optional Program for Parents (haak Walton Room, Library)
11:30-12:20
Class Session II (see list of classes)
11:30Guided campus tours depart from Wean Lounge (Mather Campus
Center)
1:15-2:00
Student Panel Discussion (Alumni Lounge, Mather Center).
Undergraduates discuss aud answer qvieslions about campus life and
academic offerings at-Trinity
• • •
2:00-2:45
Information exchange with representatives from Dean of Students
Office, Career Counseling, Internship Office, Financial Aid, and
Office of Foreign Study Advising (Alumni Lounge). Following this
session, guided tours of the campus will be available^
3:00-4:15
Departmental 1 Open Houses (listing available upon arrival).
Academic departments featured in each day's concentration area
(see above) will have faculty members available for discussion,
facilities tours, etc.
• '• '

Ethics and Law .Spark
Spirited Discussion
Dp the concepts of equity, equality or inherent rights have any
meaning within our legal system? Is
there a differentiation between
"bad" and "good" law? Can the
law be criticized on the basis of
moralit/y? These questions and
others were explored by a group of
students and faculty led by Professor Bob Birmingham of UConn
Law School last Wednesday, April
14th. The talk entitled "Ethics,
Contract Law and Welfare Economics: A Case Study (Peevehouse'
v. Garland Coal Co.)'? concentrated on the conflict between the
plaintiff, a farm owner, who had
contracted his land for the excavation of coal, and the defendant, the
coal company, that had refused to
fulfill all the terms of the contract.
Specifically, "the plaintiffs contend that the true measure of damages (left by the excavation of the
coal) . . . is what it will cost plaintiffs to obtain performance of the
work that was not done because of
the defendant's default ($29,000)
the court brief states. Defendant
argues that the measure of damages
is the cost of performance "limited,
however, to the total difference in
the market value before and after
the work was performed (S300)."
On appeal, the Supreme Court of
Oklahoma ruled in favor of the
plaintiffs but assessed a reward'of
only $300 instead of, the full
$29,000.
The concensus of the group was
that the decision was unfair because

the contract was broken in bad
faith, and the courts made no attempt to enforce it. Birmingham
asserted, however, that the decision
was valid and that it was, in fact,
good law. He explained that the
goal of the court was to ensure that
neither party suffered from the
default on the contract. This goal
was to be carried out in the most
economically efficient manner
possible. Birmingham also stated'
that equality and fairness played little or no role in this decision and
that the idea of punishment within
contract law was limited to financial
restitution.
When queried on whether or not
there existed a moral reason behind
taw, Birmingham admitted that he
himself had trouble finding any
moral explanation save for the explanation of efficiency. This provoked much spirited discussion
during which both Philosophy Professors Richard T. Lee and Howard
DeLong vehemently asserted that
there did exist moral reasoning
behind a legal system and that the
explanation of efficiency was inadequate. For though a system might
be efficient, it might also impinge
on the rights of the individuals
within the system, thus ignoring
those inherent fights on which a
society is based.
Visiting Professor of Law Birmingham wiil be offering a course
next semester at Trinity, entitled
Philosophy of Law, that will deal
with the philosophical aspects of
legal cases.
'
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Bronzino Receives Grant to
Study Sleep-Waking Cycle
by Rashne Desai
Dr. Joseph Bronzino, Chairman
of the Engineering Department and
Vernon Roosa Professor of Applied
Sciences, has been awarded a grant
of $145,000 by the National Science
Foundation, for research on
"Neuronal Mechanisms Associated
•with Sleep-Waking." The grant will
be used for a period of three years
and will support research designed
to accomplish two objectives: 1) to
study the role of ne,uro-chemicals in
the sleep-waking cycle; and 2) to

develop quantitative indices of the
electrical activity of the brain. The
research entails the study of brain
mechanisms involved in supressirig
pain, and the effect of pharmalogical stimulation of the brain
on pain. Bronzino plans to use
graduate and undergraduate
students in conducting these
studies.
Recently, students have been involved, in observing developmental
differences in the E.E.G. as the
animal grows, effects of protein
malnurished states on E.E.G. ac-

tivity, adult animal studies in terms
of pain and E.E.G. responses to adminstration of various drugs.
Dr. Bronzino received his
B.S.E.E. from the Worcester
Polytechnic Institute and his
graduate degrees: in Engineering
from the U.S. Naval Postgraduate
School and Worcester Polytechnic
Institute. He has been a member of
the Trinity faculty since 1968. Hejs
also the author of two books and
various articles on the subjects of
pain, sleep and computer applications in medicine.

Joseph Bronzino, Professor of Engineering.

photo by Marybeth Callan

Concern Surfaces Over Campus Vandalism
by Joseph McAleer, Jr.
Last week, the Tripod investigated the, declining, yet still
serious problem of vandalism on
campus. It was revealed that,
although only 2"/o of Trinity
students commit vandalism, the
cost of the damage reaches five
digits. Furthermore,
it was
discovered that alcohol abuse
remains the primary cause of vandalism, which affects the dormitories as well as the library. In the
conclusion of this two-part article,
the problems facing Mather Cam'
pus Center are discussed, as well as
the costs and the deterrents of vandalism at Trinity.
Pianos, Pilsners, and Pac-Man
Wayne J. Asmus, Director of
Mather Campus Center, reported
that vandalism within the building
"is about the same, or maybe a little higher" this year than last. The
partitions in the bathrooms are the
items most frequently vandalized,
he noted. "They don't command a
lot of respect for some reason," he
stated.
Asmus has had several problems
recently with the three pianos in
Mather. The baby grand piano on
Ihe stage in the Washington Room,
'rebuilt only two years ago, required
$500 worth of repairs because the
insides were "all gummed u p " by
spilled soda, he stated. Broken
pedals and hammers, as well as lots
of cigarette ashes, are regularly
discovered by piano tuners, Asmus
added. He usually dismisses the
unintentional spills and ashes but
maintains that the broken parts do
not result from normal wear and
tear, since they occur so frequently.
"That isn't the way the instruments
should have been used," he stated.
In response, locks have been placed
on the piano tops, and Asmus plans
to place a lock on the keyboard of
the baby grand this summer,
requiring the user to sign out the
key.
Problems within the Pub have
focused upon. tablecloths and
glasswear, Asmus relayed. A $64
bill
to
replace
"abused
t a b l e c l o t h s ' " that were torn or
burned was recently paid, hestated.
" I thought that was an exorbitant
amount of money, " h e added.
The theft of glassware from the
Pub, like silverware from the dining
hall; can be considered vandalism,
since it is done intentionally, Asmus
stated. Last semester, $1,000 was
spent replacing the pilsner beer
glasses, called "hourglasses," that
for the most part were stolen, he
revealed. Each glass presently sells
for less than a dollar, he added.
Asmus admitted that besides
"frisking people at the door,"
there's nothing he can do to retard
this theft, with the exception of
replacing the glassware with paper
cups. This was attempted several
years ago, but student discontent
mounted .and pub business declined
by 60%, he stated.
Another area frequently vandalized in Mather is the game room.
Last month, $2,000 worth of
damage was done to the video

games, Asmus reported. Coin boxes
were ripped open, for example, and
the faces and control panels were
abused. Most of this damage was
committed when the building was
supposed to be closed, and the
game room locked, he stated.
Asmus attributes these problems in
the game room to the frustration
caused by playing the games. "If
people feel abused by the machine,
they're going to abuse it," he
stated. At the advice of the game
cqmpanies security in the game
room has increased recently, with
an attendant placed on duty and a
closed circuit television monitoring
system installed. Asmus emphasized that he does not want to
eliminate the game room, due to the
substantial revenues it generates for
the center. Last semester, for
example, $12,830 was deposited in
the machines, from which Trinity
received 50%, or $6,415.
Asmus noted that although vandalism is a problem, more damage
is committed in the center by
"irresponsible behavior" than with
malice. Last week, for example,
two students chasing each other
broke one of the new glass outside
doors. He added that inherent
features in the. design of the
building, such as the exposed piping
in the basement, increase the
possibility of damage, whether accidental or intentional. With this in
mind, "we can plan ahead," Asmus
stated, to lessen the likelihood of
damage in the design of the new
campus center. Items such as
ashtrays and overhead lighting can
be recessed in the walls, for example, to decrease the great number of
appendages that presently exist.
Asmus stated; furthermore, that his
primary concern for the new
Mather "is making things durable,
and not putting things that are
likely to be broken, either by accident or on purpose." He emphasized that in addition to making
the new Mather last, he wants it to
be attractive as well.
Asmus' advice to students is to
exercise responsible behavior and
utilize common sense. "This is their
home for four years, and they
should treat it like their home," he
stated, adding that Mather "can
only be as nice, or as bad, as
students want it to be." He further
believes that "people should
monitor other people's behavior
when it infringes on their own," as
in the case of the baby grand piano.
"It would be real unfortunate if we
had to childproof this building," in
a community of adults, Asmus concluded.
Everyone Pays the Price
In the end, the college community pays a price for acts of
vandalism, both in terms of dollars
and of attitudes. Vandalism repairs
are "very labor intensive," Riel S.
Crandall, Director of Building and
Grounds reported, with skilled
laborers currently costing the
college $ 13.50 per hour. Vandalized light poles, for example,
were repaired at a price of $800
apiece, excluding labor, earlier this
year. Crandall estimates that

vandalism costs amount to $25-$30 be "a couple of years before (we see
per student each year. Nancy results, because it takes a while for
Chira, R.A. in Smith Hall, added people to accept it." She warns
however,
that
that "tuition is really reflected in students,
vandalism," since expenses for the "drunkenness is not met with a very
college increase if vandals are not sympathetic response if given as an
accused and Trinity has to pay the excuse."
bill.
At some colleges and universities
in Connecticut, such as UConn
Vice President of the College
Thomas A. Smith is more con- and Fairfield University,' a system
cerned about "the cost of van- of "gang fining" is used to deter
dalism, not in terms of dollars, but vandalism in the dormitories. If aattitudinal consequences, and the vandal does not confess, for
way that kind of behavior begins to example, the entire hall suffers and
shape faculty, administration, and divides up payment of the bill
students alike." The "chief among its residents, Crandall has
danger," Smith noted, is when the mixed feelings on adopting such a
faculty and administration acquire system at Trinity. Threatening
"a dim view of students in general" "could be quite effective," he
when vandalism takes place, in admitted, but "we would not gain
spite of the fact that 98% of the enough to justify the expense" of
student body "are benign and act setting up such a cost-collecting
on good will." The attitudes of system. He maintains, in addition,
workers and custodians and how that all students are innocent until
they see their work are also af- proven guilty,
fected, when items constantly
Dow has often entertained the
need replacing or cleaning up, he thought of instituting "gan.g fining"
stated.
.
at Trinity, but she regards it as a
"highly questionable" system,
Possible Deterrents
Vandalism has "decreased on especially in* terms of legality. "It's
campus this year, but still remains a not good policy to make threats
problem. What can be done to you're not prepared to keep," she
deter it further? "You can't expect continued. On the other hand, Dow
to cure the problems," Smith said, added, "what I would do, and have
"but you can give out education," done, is to bill dorm funds."
particularly about alcohol abuse, Several years ago a "horrendous"
Kristina B. Dow, Director of water fight in Jones Hall' 'ended up
Residential Services, the newly- with the dumping of a garbage-canfounded
Trinity
Alchohol full of water on a security guard,"
Awareness Program (TAAP), for she recalled. In response Dow
example, "as a tool for trying to docked the dorm funds, in spite of
create
an
atmosphere
of pleadings from theR.A.'s. "It never
responsible drinking on campus." did happen again," she added.
She believes, however, that it-will Overall, Dow believes that "being

tough from day one will pay off"
for her R.A.'s in controlling
damage in their dorms.
Smith endorses the policy of
treating vandalism as a discipline
problem "and deal with it strictly."
He credits the disciplinary method
as "pretty effective," as there is "no
high repetition rate" among firsttime vandals on campus. In addition to discipline, Smith cited as a
deterrent "the recognition on the
part of everyone in the college that
an act of vandalism is an affront to
them, and affects every member of
the college."
Paula Chu-Richardson, Assistant
Dean of Students, believes that to
deter vandalism "people need to
feel they have some sort of stake in
Trinity as a community." Once this
is achieved, reponsibility for the
environment will follow, she stated.
She further noted that a lack of
peer pressure to take care of things
exists on campus, as well as strong
peer pressure not to make waves
among students and tell each other
to clean up a mess, for example.
Chu-Richardson stated that TAAP
and the knowledge about drinking
can help build a foundation
towards building responsibility
among students for their lives and
actions.
"If people stopped to think about
it, they might realize the degree to
which vandalism exists on campus," Chira stated. She added that
"it's crazy and unfair" that only
the R.A.'s wind up policing the
dorms and being on the lookout for
vandalism. "Every student should
be eyes and ears," she emphasized.
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Twenty-Seven Students Put Career Plans to the Test
continued from page 1
was able to accompany the editor in
his day's activities and to sit in on
"color shows," where the photos
for upcoming issues are displayed
and selected. McAleer noted the
great care that the editor and his
colleagues took in pursuing articles
for accuracy and in doing extra
research on them. He commented
on the importance of this task in
light of the recent suits against the
Washington Post's Janet Cook for
inaccuracy and falsification of information. In all, McAleer termed
his experience both "eye-opening"
and "informative." He was able to
learn about the technical aspects of
news production and lay-out, and
he had "fun following the big shots
around." The editors of Sports Illustrated proved to be very helpful
in explaining their jobs and in offering- career advice.
For his externship, Senior
William W. Winant worked with
Phillip Armentano, '63, who is now
a public defender for- the Windsor
District. Winant said he spent most
of his time observing civil court,
proceedings, and jury triais. He even
had a part in selecting the jury for
one court trial* in Manchester.
Working so closely with Armentano
exposed William to the lifestyle of a
public defender and eradicated
many of his "preconceived
notions" about the morality and
the quality of the job-. Winant was
very satisfied with his experience
and very impressed with Armentano who, the senior asserted,
"went out of his way,, to help me,
and introduced me to judges and
other types of lawyers whenever he
could."
Junior Terry A. Lignelli did an
externship at the Lyman Allyn
Museum and learned the techniques
of art conservation. And, for his externship; done under the supervision of theSurgeon-in-Ghief at the
Jamaica Hospital in New York,
Freshman Robert G. Starr was able
to observe everything from autopies

to surgery. Starr was also able to experience the thrill of seeing a patient's life saved right before his
eyes. Like the other externs, he
found his sponsors, the doctors
very eager and willing to discuss
their professions with him. Both
Lignelli and Starr summed up their
externship
experiences
as
'"stimulating," "enriching," and
"informative."
The remainder of the participants
in the program were dispersed
throughout the fields of art,
science, business, and social service.
Diane F. Lindsay, Assistant
Director of Career Counseling and
Director of the Externship Program
at Trinity, said that the program
has grown considerably in the last
few years. More students are
becoming aware of it and are anxious to participate in it. Lindsay

sees the externship program as an
important experience in determining career choices. While doing an
externship, students are able to
establish important contacts in their
fields, which can often, the director
emphasized, lead to summer jobs
and internships. and even future
employment. Lindsay stated that
employers were as "interested as
students at what could develop"
from this contact. She added that
even negative experiences with externships are valuable to students in'
helping them to determine what
kind of careers they would or would
not like to pursue. In light if this
fact, Lindsay encourages underclassmen especially to try externships so that they can "shop
around" and decide early which
types of professions they are interested in and with which types of

Hooks To
Speak on New
Federalism
Benjamin Hooks, Executive
Director of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People, will speak at Trinity College on Tuesday, April 20 at 7:30
p.m. in the Washington Room of
Mather Campus Center. The event
is sponsored by the Trinity Coalition of Blacks, Admission is free.
Hooks will speak about the effects
of President Reagan's economic
policies on minority groups.
Hooks has headed the NAACP,the oldest and largest civil rights
organization in the country, since
1977. Before that, he was chairman
of the Federal Communications
Commission: An ordained minister,
he is a graduate of DePaul University College of Law, and was the first
black judge in the criminal court of
Memphis, Tennessee.
Hooks currently chairs the
Leadership Conference on, Civil
Rights and the Black Leadership
Forum. He has testified before the
House Subcommittee on Africa,
opposing lifting sanctions against
Rhodesia, and in 1979 led a prayer
vigil in Washington to oppose the
Mottl anti-busing amendment in
Congress.
The recipient of six honorary
degrees, Hooks is a member of the
board of the Public Broadcasting
Service, the National Alliance of
Business, the League of Women
Voters; and the National Conference of Christians and Jews. He
sits on the Council on Foreign Relations and the National Committee
for Responsive Philanthropy.
A reception will follow the lecture at the Umoja House on 110
Vernon Street.

people they work best.
Linsday acts as the liaison between students and the various
Trinity alumni in their fields of interest, but it is up to the students to"
do the rest, she said. Students
themselves must arrange interviews
and work out schedules of employment with their sponsors. She admits that the setting up of an externship takes a great deal of "initiative" and "motivation." "You
get what you give," she said.
The alumni response to interested
students, according to Lindsay, has
thus far been "excellent." More
and more fields of interest are opening up to students, including those
fields of law, psychology, and
research which were bnce inaccessible to students because of such problems as client confidentiality.
More and more geographical areas

are becoming available for externships, too, as Trinity alumni are ex-,
panding their operations to major
cities all over the United States.
Two types of externships are
available for students. One is the
project extership in which a student
spends a week completing a special
assignment for his or her employer.
Most of the time, the project involves research and interviewing.
The other type of externship is the
"free" or "floating" one in which
a student simply follows his sponsor
around during each day's activities.
This way, though' the student is not
able to concentrate on one aspect of
his field, he is exposed to all facets
of it. Lindsay urges students to do
externships that are not related to
their majors, but with which they
are fascinated—if only for the fun
and excitement of it all.

AMERICAN WHISKEY
A BLEND
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Announcements
Admissions
Positions 1S82-83
The Admissions Office is now
seeking applicants for the following
positions:
Tourguide Coordinator:
Responsible for training and
scheduling 1Q -12 student
tourguides.
Overnight Coordinator:
Responsible for arranging overnight
accommodations for prospective
applicants.
Tourguides
10 - 12 campus tourguides, to be
paid on the basis of tours/week.
Contact Larry Dow if interested.

Amnesty
International

takeover. Following this will be a
lecture by Jose Mata, a refugee
from Chile who will discuss recent
political issues in that country.

occurred with Fr. Ed Baronowsky
on Tues., April 20th at 7:30 p.m. in
Goodwin Lounge.

Biology Seminar

April 23 is the last day to elect to
receive a letter grade in a course
beging taken Pass/Fail

A Biology Seminar entitled,
"Steroid Hormone Modulation of
Neuronal Structure and Function,"
will be held on Thurs., April 22 at
4:00 p.m. in Room 134 of LSC. The
speaker will be Dr. Bruce S.
McEwen of Rockefeller Univ., New
York, N.Y. Refreshments will be
served at 3:30 p.m. in the L.S.C.
Library.

Ghent - Bioehem
Meeting

Professor DePhillips will meet
with all freshmen, sophomores and
Ammesty- I n t e r n a t i o n a l juniors interested in the study of
presents, "El Salvador: A Country chemistry or biochemistry on
in Crisis," a Slide Show Presenta- Wednesday, April 21 at 4:00 p.m.
tion and talk given by Tim Gabriel in Clement 105. Topics to be
and John Norton (members of the discussed include 1982-83 courses,
Coalition for Justice in El selection of T.A.'s, and course
Salvador). This will take place in tutors. Mr. Shinkman of the Career
Life Sciences Avd., Thurs., April Counseling Office will also be
present. A reception (beer, soda,
22 at 8:00 p.m.
Also, on Fri., April 23 at 7:00 munchies) will be held following the
p,m. in LSC Aud., a film, "More meeting.
Than a Million Years," will be
shown. This is a documentary on
political imprisonment in Indonesia
during the ten-year period followThe Samuel S. Fishzohn Awards
ing General ^Suharto^s 1965 for Civil Rights and Community
Service Were established in 1966 in
memory of Samuel S. Fishzohn,
Class of 1925, a prominent figure in
To College Students, Inc.:
social work and welfare. They are
Hey "Dough-boy,"
to be given each year to students
Need an experienced brush for the, who have demonstrated initiative
summer? Call Jim. at 289-6768.
and creativity in community service
The Makris Diner needs full orj and who have worked with dedicapart-time workers. Number is 529-' tion in the field of civil rights
This year students again will be
4652.1795 Berlin Turnpike.
able to nominate themselves or each
WANTED TO RENT:
other for consideration for this
HARTFOR AREA: 3rd year law
award. Each student nomination
itudent & wife will housesit or will have to be endorsed by a faculirent/sublet furnished apartment or, ty member and you may therefore
,condo. 6/15 - 8/15 268-8173. ••
be approached by some students
Grad student couple wants large,
with such nominations.
unny sublet late May -late August
For more information, contact
efer Trinity area. Call David 246- Internship Coordinator Betty
Anne Cox by- April 20trT.
FOREIGN STUDENTS
Hartford attorney offers legal"
^assistance with .immigration matfters. Reasonable rates; e.g. : ; ; ' , '
Students who plan to study at
JPractical Training.
....v....$2Q0 another college during the Autumn
iH-IVisa............................$500| 1982 semester should complete
»• Certificate ,....-.....,-.$1,000, arrangements and notify the
W. David Zitsrtcat
Registrar of their status by April 23.
18 Asylum St. (Suite 611)
tel.::S24-S418 •,.'
Join the Newman Club for a
rRINITY CREW^~
~"~
discussion
of the History of the
WHALE ON WESLEY AN AND J
Liturgy and the changes that have
FCRUISE BY CONN. COLLEGE!!!

Civil/Community
Service

Classifieds

Domestic Leave
of absence

Newman News

Pass/Fail Option
Pre-registration
Fre-Registration tor Autumn
term 1982 will be on Tuesday and
Wednesday, April 27 and 28, in the
Washington Room. Pre-registration
materials will be mailed this week.
All students who expect to continue
at Trinity next term must, preregister. Any student planning to
withdraw for the Autumn term
should file a "Notice of Withdrawal" in the Registrar's Office
prior to pre-registration. Students
who plan to study in Rome next
term should not pre-register but will
be sent registration materials
separately. Please report as
scheduled and have all the necessary
signatures, permission slips and
forms ready.

Residential
Summer Job

The Office of Residential Services is now accepting applications
for the position of Summer Term
Coordinator. Details will be
available in the office of Residential
Services beginning Tues., April
20th.
APPLICATION DEADLINE
WILL BE FRIDAY, APRIL 30th.

"The Philosophy
of C.S. Peirce"
A Symposium on "Themes in the
Philosophy of C.S. Peirce" is to be
held in The Faculty Club (Hamlin)
on Thursday, April 22,1982 from 2
p.m. - 6 p.m.
Sponsored by: University of
Hartford, St. Joseph's College and
Trinity College
Talks will be given by: Richard T.
Lee, Trinity College; Mahlon W.
Barns, Univ. of Hartford, arid St.
Joseph's College; with commentary
by students.
Refreshments will be served.

Speaking Contest
The deadline for submitting entries in the F.A. Brown Prize speaking competition has been moved
back to Wednesday, April 21. The
competition will be held 6n Friday,
April 23 at 4:15 p.m. in Seabury
16. The Trinity community is
welcome to attend.

Stress Discussion

life exert a negative influence on
you?-Has stress "got you down?"
Vincent LaBella, RN, will be
leading a discussion on stress and
stress therapy on Thursday, April
22nd at 7:30 p.m. in Life Sciences
213 to help us handle our daily
stresses. He will discuss the concept
of stress, models of stress in our
personal and/or professional lives,
and ways of coping and adapting to
stressful situations. Also, the Life
Stress Test will be given and relaxation techniques will be explored.

Summer Campus
Jobs
Applications are now available
at the Financial Aid Office for
summer campus employment.
Deadline: April 23. Students who
are interested in working at the
College and those who have
already been hired for the summer
must complete applications.
Contact Kathy Mills in Financial
Aid.

Summer Tourguide
The Admissions Office is now
seeking applicants for its full-time
summer tourguide position. 35
hours/week, June 1 - August 27
Please contact Larry Dow.

Theatre and
Dance Meeting
There will be a meeting for all
students interested in majoring or
taking courses in the new Department of Theatre and Dance on
Wednesday, April 21 at 4:30 in
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts Center. Profs. Judy Dwarin and Roger
Shoemaker look forward to seeing
you then and willbe happy to answer any questions you might have
concerning course selection or
major requirements at that time.

The Tripod regrets that many of
the announcements submitted this
week do not appear due to limited
space. We will try to accommodate
as many of these as possible in next
week's issue.
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Tripod Elections
*
The Tripod will be holding elections for all of its offices on Sun-J
,j. day, April 25th. All returning Trinity students are eligible and en-*
* couraged to run. There are- positions available which require no*
J previous experience. For more information call W.N. Gregg at *
jf 524-3166 or Martha Townes at 249-2831. Nominations must be*
j received in writing to Campus Box 1310 no later than 10 a.m. Fri-*
I day, April 23rd.
J

Amity

SAT
GMAT
LSAT
MCAT
REVIEW PROGRAMS

June 16 NEW LSAT: Begin to improve your
skills now for the new essay section.
June 23 GMAT: Register now for June
seminars. Receive our Math Refresher text
by return mail.
Call now: 800 922-4635

Do you feel that the pressures of

IL.W.W. —

THE EARLY

I had a wild and wonderful di
Thanks so much!
-S.P.
tfey, "Wild-and-crazy" Stephen)
fcraigl
We hope B-day #22 is
[fantastic!! I
Love, the former "Chicks in
306,"

jDearest Chopper Hopper Beater,
Hope your Saturday birthday ,j
leven with your big test, is a very/
[special day. Love,
Your Pillow
The TRINITY TRIPOD '
Volume 80, Issue 23, April
20, 1982. The TRIPOD is
published weekly on Tuesday, except vacations, during
the academic year. Stuii-'?t
subscriptions are includes i
the student activities t.
other subscriptions a
$12.00 per year. T l i .
TRIPOD is printed by the
Palmer Journal Register,
Palmer, MA, and published
at Trinity College, Hartford,.
CT, Advertising rates are
$3.00 per column inch,
I $30.00 per eighth page and
[555.00 per quarter page.

16,1982 Exam
©ET YOUR CAREER OFF
TO A FLYiNG START
It takes four years to get a college degree. How long
will it take you to get a good job?
If you haven't settled on a company or corporation
yet, why not get your executive career off to allying start
as an aviator in the United States Air Force? It's the finest
flight program in the world, the pay is excellent, andyou'll enjoy the prestige that goes with the silver wings of
an Air Force aviator.
It's one of the finest opportunities in the nation. And
a great place to gain-executive experience with million
dollar responsibility. Find out today about the Air Force
flight program. Contact:
Capt. Kevin L. Rainert, 413-557-3898. Call Collect.

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

Educational Center

STANLEY H.KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
800 SILVER LANE
EAST HARTFORD, CT 06118

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1 9 3 8
For Information About Other Center in More Than 80 Major US Cities & Abroad
A great way of life.

. u p s i d e NY State CALL TOLL FREE: M0-223-1782
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Letters and Commentary
Saga Appears To Be the Most Capable Food Service
Editor's Note: The following is a
letter from President English to the
Food Service Committee concerning his choice of Saga as next year's
Food Service.5
To t h e Members of the Food Service Contract Committee:
I'm writing you all for two
reasons. First, I want to thai ; you
mos.t heartily for the unusially
thorough job you did analyzing our
food service • operation and
reviewing the bids of the various
vendors. I'know it required a great
deal of your time. It was most important that our consideration of
this matter be an orderly and
careful one, however, and the
College owes you all a very hearty
vote of thanks.
My second reason is to give you
some of the background for my
final decision to stay with SAGA. It
was not an easy one, and Tom
Smith and I met several times to
consider it. It was also necessary to
get added material with respect to
fringe benefits, which Alan Sauer
analyzed very carefully for us. As
you know the Tripod carried an
editorial in favor of staying with
SAGA (although not a very enthusiastic one), and I did receive a ,
petition to the same effect signed by
nearly 400 students. I recognize that
the Tripod was not necessarily well
informed on the matter and that the
petition may not have been an entirely objective effort. On the other
hand I had a strong recommendation for change from the Student
Government Association, promted I expect by some of the careful
Research that the student members
of your committee had done. I
rather concluded from all of this
that if there were a preponderance
of student opinion in- favor of
change, it was not an overwhelming
one. The student meeting called to
consider the matter was, I am told,
not well attended.
While the student attitude with
respect to the general board plan
was most important, I also felt I
should listen to the faculty members
aria1 administrators who make use
of the catering services. Here the
sentiment was largely in favor of
SAGA. Actually, I expect the sentiment was really more in favor of
the personnel whom many have
come to know and respect, rather

than the SAGA corporation itself, . surface to be more generous, but it
There was a feeling, however, that involved substantial contributions
SAGA as an organization had turn- by the employees, which those here
ed things around for the better this at Trinity might be unwilling or
year and perhaps deserved a further unable to take on. Moreover, the
opportunity.
vesting period for the proposed
Finally, I considered the situation firm's pension plan was 15 years,
of the SAGA employees, of whom which seemed to me to create a
some have been here at Trinity for a serious difficulty. It woYild mean
number of years. While a new ven- that our flexibility to make a furdor would doubtless take most of ther change, should we become
them on, there is often some dissatisfied with the new firm at
breakage in the pension benefits some point in the future, would be
when a worker changes his or her very limited indeed.
employer. The new vendor's fringe
After considering all of these
benefit program appeared on the matters I decided that it would be in

working conditions.
I'm afraid this letter has run
longer than I intended, but I did
want to give you some of the
reasons for my decision.' I'm convinced that both we and SAGA
learned a great deal from this
process,:and that, because of all the
hard work which you did, we will be
better able to assure our entire
College community of efficient and
high-quality service in the future.
Cordially yours,
James F. English, Jr.

Review Your Facts on the Food Services

Editor's Note:
The following two letters written
by Jeff More concern the President's
choice of Saga Food Service.

feared for their current jobs in the
event of a switch to another company. Beyond assuring them of continued employment with a new firm '
we were not at liberty to disclose
Dear Mr. English:
any relevant financial conI believe that it is necessary for siderations. Even if they were to
me, on behalf of the students which lose heavily in their fringe benefits
I represent on the Food Service this would only be a very small'
Contract Committee, to respond to number of students and would only
your letter of April 12. Your last one year as they would graduate
evidence in favor of Sag^a is either after that. But these headwaiters
weak, onesided or from uniform- were in powerful positions and
ed sources. I will respond to your coerced other Saga student workers
to sign the petition. They had
reasons in the order you presented.
The Tripod did carry an editorial students sign in as they came to
representing the views of one per- meals as though they were signing a
son. The author did question some list for a headcount. Many students
members of the committee so that did not know what they were
he could make an informed signing and some went back and
opinion. Unfortunately he did not crossed out their names when they
listen well as he made points con- found but. Saga workers were also
trary to what he had been told (i.e. told by the management unfounded
detrimental
to
visiting other campuses before we statements
Marriott's
case.
This
information
made a decision; we visited several).
But the members!'who were inter- renders the petitjon useless as an inviewed felt, as I do, that the desire dication of student sentiment.
Now you did receive an overof the companies who bid on the
contract for confidentiality should whelming student opinion in favor
be respected and thus were not able of a change by the reasonably into give the author more infor- formed student group, the SGA.
mation. If I could have, I would You felt this as balanced against the
have written a rebuttal but it would views in favor of Saga. I believe
have required a breach of confiden•
tiality. Also the decision was soon Dear Mr. English;
to be made so I thought it best to
I wanted to let you know of my
respond afterward* You did realize
in your letter that this was of little feelings on your recent choice to
retain Saga as the foodservice here
value in making your decision.
The petition you received was ob- at Trinity. As a member of the
tained using some questionable Food Service Evaluation Commitpractices. The petition was started \ tee of the SGA I am as informed as
by some headwaifers (who receive anyone else on the merits of each
fringe benefits from Saga such as company considered. I have visited
free board and cave credit) who. accounts at:many other schools including Marriott's at Bentley and
Carnegie Mellon.
My understanding is that your
decision was based on something
ummit Women's Center West
that was; not in the bid
believes all women have the right to
specifications issued to each comexplore their option concerning pregpany; that is the issue of the benefit

nancy and their own gynecological
health.

that belief is supported in a
caring atmosphere where women
can freely weigh those options.
Services include:
• Free pregnancy tests
• Pregnancy termination
• CT licensed medical facility
• Convenient evening hours
• GYN services
• Professional counseling
• Birth control information
Summit Women's Center West.
A place where a woman's dignity
and respect are maintained.

Summit Women's Center West
345 North Main Street/Bishops Corner

the best interests of the College to
continue with SAGA. Obviously
the matter can be reviewed again,
but I suspect we will not wish to undertake so complex a job very often. My guess is that if things go
reasonably well with SAGA we will
be unlikely to consider other bids••
for another three or four years.
That would put us beyond the
period of renovations in the Mather
kitchens and give us a chance to see
how well SAGA can operate with
improved facilities. I suspect that
some of their past difficulties may
have resulted from inadequate

West Hartford, CT

523-5275

you are wrong. As for poor attendance at a student meeting to
discuss the subject of food service
this was held very early in the
• proceedings before we knew all of
the companies that were even biding
for the contract. Later, when it
would have been of more value, the
confidentiality problem prevented
us from having another. You
mention that the faculty believes
Saga catering to be very good. One
of the reasons we felt a switch was
worthwhile was the other companies catering services. They
would supply a catering manager
who would be in attendance at all
catered events. At a Saga catered
dinner for the Food Service Contract Committee, a dinner for only
eight people, they would not hold
the meal for more than 15 minutes
at which time it was cold. I witnessed the competitor hold a dinner
for a group of more than 50 for
over 2 hours"and serve it hot. You
say that you feel the "sentiment was
really more in favor of the personnel whom many have come to know
and respect." The person who handles the catering here at Trinity is
Janice Burr, an employee of Trinity
College not Saga. I think the faculty
package tothe current workers that
would be retained; I realize that
making sure the .current employees
are not unjustly hurt by a switch in
management,is important. But it is
an irresponsible decision that
disregards the concerns of the
customers, for the most part
students, for better food service,
The committee made their selection
on the basis of quality of food service that was to be supplied. The
only reason that Saga remained in
the running as long as they did was
that they were the present contract
holder and that keeping them would
avoid any problems in transition.
Otherwise Saga would have been

Apology Requested
Editor's Note: The term
"townie" stated in a headline of
last week's issue of Ihe Tripod was
not irresponsible journalism.
Rather, it was a quote taken directly
from the article on vandalism.
As Hartford natives as well as
Trinity students, we resent being
referred to as "townies" as much as
most Trinity students resent being
referred to as "preppies." We consider the heading of your article on
Trinity vandalism in the April 13
issue irresponsible. In an approximately one-and-one-quarter
page article, less than two
paragraphs described the cost of
"townie" vandalism. This hardly
constitutes a heading announcing
'Vandalism: Students Pay at Expense of "Townies".' We are not
condoning the adolescent behavior
of Hartford youths. They are expressing hostility in an unacceptable
manner. However, we, feel that the
Tripod is expressing its hostility

unacceptably as well. The misrepresentation in reporting is obviously due to a bias. The
incident in which a Trinity student
recently flooded the Seabury
basement by swinging on water
pipes was not headed "Preppie
Causes Water Damage" as well as it
should not have been. The distinction between vandalism caused by
Trinity students and Hartford
residents fcould be handled more
responsibly by the Tripod staff. The
tension which exists between the
two groups will not be alleviated by
an immature labelling of all Hartford residents for the actions of a
few.
Signed,
Carol M. Szyrnanski
Diane Bishop
NormaAresti
Theresa Ziobro
Kirsten von Moltke
Carol Terry
Chris Champion

and administration would have
been surprised to find out how good
catering can really be.
Saga has improved conditions
this year from the previous but
going from terrible -,to bad is not
justification" for retaining a
management. One philosophy imparted to a member of the food service committee by a Saga regional
representative was "when all else
fails consult the customer." "With
this regional support only a short
distance away we see way too little
of them. Only when the students
demanded attention were changes
effected. You want to keep this
management?
I have already discussed my
feelings with respect to the fringe
benefit packages of the companies
concerned. Suffice it to say that
they are of little relevence to
choosing the best food service. All
things considered, your reasons to
retain the Saga Corporation are unfounded as - all valid evidence
suggests that a switch is the prudent
if not obvious decision. It is not to
late to change.
•
• •:.(••
Sincerely,
Jeffrey K. More
dropped from consideration much
earlier. There existed at least one
provided better management at
their facilities than Saga,'but whose
benefit
package
was
not
scrutinized.
Some components of the.
Marriott benefit package were
vastly superior to those of Saga's,
even though they would cost
workers a nominal sum. Items .such
as an increase in the number of sick
days is of vital importance to the
quality of food service; what would
happen if a worker who had three
sick days with Saga or five sick days
with Marriott was sick for four
days? The odds are that they would
report for work with Saga instead
of losing pay at the risk of infecting
the food served to over 1000 people.
This is the second time in less
than twelve months that an administrative committee, which is
more knowledgeable, has been
overruled on an important issue
that affects the entire college community. The final decision was
yours and yours alone and I think
you should take responsibility for
it. As a member of the evaluation
committee, I do not want to accept
that responsibility. I think you
should let the college community
know (through a letter in the
Tripod) that the decision was not
made in their best interest and that
you are the one that must answer
for it, not subordinates. I think you
passed up a vastly superior
management company that would
have required a lot less monitoring
by the administration than the one
you have retained.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey K. More
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Alcohol: Does Tiiniy;

Administrators and Students Voice Different Opinims
Editors'Note: In attempting to treat
the issue of alcohol consumption at
Trinity, one is immediately faced with
the lack of hard facts; the last full-scale
study done on campus drinking
behavior was completed in 1966. In
addition, because alcohol can be so
much a part of mariy students' lives, it
is hard to distinguish between normal
and problem drinking. Diversity also
tends to confuse the issue. If there is
one thing you cannot do when you talk
about alcohol, it is, to generalize. One
person's social drinking is another person's problem. The basic distinction,
however, is simple. If students are having problems in their lives as a result of
drinking, then they can be called problem drinkers.
Whether or not one perceives an
alcohol problem on the Trinity campus
or not, many have formed definite
opinions on the subject of alcohol, its
relation to students, and its remedies.
Within the next year, several studies
will be conducted in order to find out
whether there is an alcohol problem.
Meanwhile,
in
recognition
of
Awareness Week, we aio attempting to
preliminarily address the issue oi
alcohol on our campus.

adminsitration, he said, simply because
there is "no indication of how college
property has been rearranged or redecorated:"
An important facet of this increased
awareness of alcohol that is often overlooked is.the impact that co-education
has had **pon campus drinking. Rooks
noticed that drinking differed among
males and females, with female drinkers usually being those who remain hidden from the administration.
"This is not meant to be a sexist
comment," said Rooks, "but the
changing role of the sexes in society
can't be ignored in relation to drinking." The change in drinking among
female undergraduates, he said, is the
result of women "competing for jobs
in a man's environment," "adjusting
to a new type of success" and "the
breakdown of the traditional family
situation.
During the 60's and 70's a great
number of women drank because of
their husband's success, he said. Today
they are drinking as a result of their
own.
While Rooks feels that the o\cral!
attitudes behind alcohol consumption
has not really changed, he has noticed
JW increased sensimity and awaiencss
among Trinty students, particulai ly as a
result of last year's student-initiated
Awareness Day. While previously them
had bec» a lack of seniitmty Umrds alcohol, drug and chemical abuse, Awareness Day marked th.c sStart of an increased consciousness for the responsibility of others, the acceptance of others
for what they arc. and the \iew that
alcohol is not a moral deficiency but a
disease. "1 took it as a sign thai there
was a problem," said Rooks, " a need

Mixing Booze With Drugs
Aspirin and Aspirin Substitutes
(minor pain and fever)

Increased irritation of stomach lining
and possible gastrointestinal bleeding

Oral Antidiabetics
(problems with high blood sugar)

Possible nausea, facial flushing, head-!
ache, weakness, dizziness

Analgesics
(prescription painkillers)

Increased central nervous system
depression and respiratory arrest

Sedatives
(barbiturates and sleeping pills)

Increased central nervous system,
depression, respiratory arrest, and
death

Muscle Relaxants and Mild
Tranquilizers
(such as Libriumand Valium)

Increased central nervous system
depression, respiratory arrest, and
death

Antibiotics
(control of infection)

Interference with some drugs' action
against infection

Amphetamines and Caffeine
(stimulants)

Does not counteract the effects of
alcohol and may provide a false sense
of sobriety to the person who has been
drinking

will

— SGA and IFC

Faculty Dean

Possible Effect

Drug

established fact in society," said
DeRocco with the task being ' 'how as a
•-ociety we can find intelligent and civilized ways of using fermented beverages. Similarly,, the College's role is
'nor to point the finger' at students
by Kathleen Caruso and
who drink, "tout to provide them with
Mark Henderson
a set of social vatues-vrith which the use
ot alcohol is madtt intelligently and
tcmpeiately."
O'I inking is a problem if it affects
Curtiss J. Rooks, Jr., Graduate
academic performance, and health of
Assistant to the Dean of Students, feels
the individual," DeRocSc said, "and if
that alcohol use and abuic at Trinity
it occurs in a repeated pattern. If a stuCollege is "not any more serious than
dent sets out with one Objective in
at other colleges. College and drinking
mind — getting looped — it Is destrucbeer have always gone together," he
tive, but not necessarily
continued. However, he
s- ^'-a^tudents learn how to des$
increased campus awareness arid
itt a critical, skeptical way,"
cern among the administration over
DcRoccp, "students have to learn 1
The College's responsibility to stu«
"alcohpl problems" (rather thart alcodents Itt regar/d to drinking, is, " a p t that s to, de^l with alcohol in school >
holism) to the fact that "drugs aren't
of, prohibition or- preaching morality ^ - how to use it sensibly, intelligently, i
as prevalent as during the 60's and ear^
'" Students are here tO;'^but aji.edw&tional r o t e , " s#d Rooks.,
ly 70's. Increased emphasis on
l b j
he continued, and to hi#|!r,,,
le^},' through programs like
abuse and use has occurred, he
responsibility and wise use of alcohol^
t mu#/<mstilj jnpeople the feelbecause "other problems aren't
in students, is part of that education, In
; ing that " l i i a n . ' y w w to 'drink — I
mount anymore. Furthermore the costs
a social communiiy of ythkh fbe use of
won?t be. ;«n 'oatcasV *m$ assure
resulting from alcohol-related van*
'alcohol
ifA part,- student* are. u n o t go-;
them fft&t, there are people who ace
dalism have skyrocketed, prompting
concerned. "The purpose of organim-*, , tog to learn this by, abstinence,** Faifthe administration to take a closer look
«ng'-to deal with, this academic and
tions like TAAP, Roefcs eotiMjed, is
at campus drinking.
social problem is a failure to use the into serve as m\ "educational source"
It is a well-known fact, he said, that
stitution to learn, tie concluded.
and to reassure sf udems that "it's okay
on the whole, students (during their
not to have alcohol m this vup that I'm
freshman and sophomore years) tend
drinking fiora to be accepted •'
Alcohol abuse is 'a problem, and it is
to drink more than as upperclassmen.
a difficult one to lacfele, several student
He cites drinking to celebrate one's
leaders agree, " L i k e racism and
"freedom from home" and " t o prove
sexism, it';, tough for us to deal with
something to the self" as motivation
"Drinking seem? to be part of what
because of in visibility,'' says Tom Hef- '
behind experimenting with alcohol
it is to be a young person," said Dean
leron, president of the Student Govduring one's first two years of college.
of ihc Faculty Andre* G. DcRocco
ernmerit Association. He asserts that
Another well-known fact is non-violent
I ike Rooks he mentioned " a seme of
since individuals often tend to deny
drinkers are much more difficult to
icleasc from paiental and family
the\ ha\e alcohol problems, alcohol
detect because they are not "trashing
lestraint" and " a form of indeabuse lirst must be proven to exist
halls and destroying property," Rooks
pendence and liberation," as reasons
before it can be dealt with effectively.
said. These students with drinking probehind intoxication. " I view the intelli"To fight a problem, people must first
blems often remain hidden from the
gent and temperate use of alcohol as an
be aware," Hefferon claims.
The first step toward arresting
alcohol abuse is to encourage individuals to see that alcohol might be a
While the liver processes or detoxifies its half-ounce per hour, any excess
problem for them. " W e should be
alcohol is free to have a field day and affect the body through the central nervous
aware of the potential (alcohol has for
system. Several factors dictate how dramatic this effect will be. These include:
causing problems)," says Steve Elmen. • Body Weight: People who are large will have more blood to dilute the alcohol
dorf, president of the Interfraternity
than will people who are of small stature. In other words, small people get
Council. To this end, both the SGA
and the IFC supported the Trinity
drunk faster than do large people.
,.
Alcohol Awareness Program.
• Rate of drinking: Not only do gulpers absorb alcohol more quickly, they also
The campus leaders acknowledge
reach a higher concentration of alcohol in the blood than do those who
that alcohol is often an attraction at
choose to sip the same amount of brew over a loneer period of time. Pacing
yourself is important.
social events, including those they
sponsor. "Almost invariably, to at• Tolerance: Even relatively moderate social drinkers will find that over time
tract people you must have alcohol,"
it takes more alcohol to give them the same "buzz" they once got with a
Hefferon says. He notes that almost all
lesser amount. If it now takes more to get that high feeling, you should take
campus-wide SGA activities have
a serious look at your drinking.
alcohol involved.
• Gender: Women matched for body-weight and drinking experience with men
In order to reconcile concern about
still get intoxicated faster when the same amount of alcohol is ingested. The
alcohol abuse with the desire to attract
fact is that women have less fluid and more fatty tissue per unit of body
students, some campus organizations
weight. Therefore, women will tend to get drunk faster than men.
N
offer alternatives to alcohol at their
social events. As an example, Hillel

- Graduate Student
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provides soft drinks at its wine and
cheese mixers, according to Dan
Barach, president. He cannot, recall
alcohol abuse having ever been a problem at a Hillel event.
Rowdy, overindulgent guests sometimes present a prpblem at fraternity
parties, says Elmendorf. He says that
fraternities monitor the behavior of
brothers and guests. " I t ' s not more of
a problem in the fraternities than anywhere else," he adds.
Alcohol abuse at Trinity must be approached at first by encouraging
awareness, the leaders maintained.
That way, individuals can think about
whether they or someone they know
have drinking problems. "When push
comes to shove, it's an individual
problem," concludes Hefferon.
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— College Counselor
Dr. George C. Higgins, Jr., College
C o u n s e l o r and P r o f e s s o r of
Psychology, expresses an unusual
viewpoint in comparison to other administrators. Based on reports, compiled in the late 60's, Higgins believes
drinking on campus today is 'not as
great in incidence or prevalence as in
the mid-60's.' He believes drinking,
along with smoking, was 'the thing to
do in the 60's.' Now, drinking among
students is done to 'self-medicate for
anxiety.'
'Because we are emerging from a
period in the early and mid-70' s when

i
doi

Blood Alcohol Leve|md 1
Level

Average No.
of Drinks

.05%

1-2 drinks

• Wyafeelir
•
•
•
•

Booze Versus the Brain

.10%

3-5 drinks

Sot release o
Jujhentimpi
GWinations
Msedriski

• Mon times
• M*le control

• LtofednightA
• LoUfself-co
• Crt irisk grea
.15%

6-7 drinks

• COjkent an<3

.20%

8-10 drinks

• L°!!fequiliD

• Soltyandm
• Dole vision!
-

• Uflto drive j
• s t *nngand

.25%

10-14 drinks

.30%
.35%

10-14 drinks
10-14 drinks

• NoWareofs;

14-20 drinks

• ^ dosage
• Se*tcirculat

• SiHalanestj
• 1$) dosage!

totals

.40%

y have a Problem?
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s on Alcohol but Maintain Awareness is Essential
drug use was high, the present increase
in alcohol consumption on campus
tends to be a bit exaggerated,' according to Higgins. He goes on to say that
no real problem exists based on the,
number of students who have sought
his help concerning problems with
drinking. Higgins diagnoses many
students who profess to be alcoholics
as 'totally fine,' unlike the 60's when
'there really were many serious
alcoholics. 'Drinking is only a shadow
of its former self.'
Concerning the College's policy
towards drinking, Higgins believes 'the
College is as neutral on drinking as on
eating ice cream.'
Higgins is irritated by the charge that
the student body is 'characterized as
alcoholic inebriates - which it isn't.' In
addition, Higgins states 'alcohol takes
a nice rap for anything people don't
like." .

— Dean of Students
'With a group as large as 1700, you
will have some drinking problesm,' according to Dean of Students David
Winer. Winer goes on to say that 'access to alcohol is greater with the age ofmajority being 18.'
The Dean of Students office, of
which Winer is the head, is in the process of a study on student life at Trinity. The purpose of the study is to invstigate social or non-academic
characteristics of life at Trinity and
students attitudes towards it. A large
segment of the study will deal ex*
clusively with student drinking
behavior.

Winer concedes that drinking is
highly encouraged at Trinity and that
peer pressure plays a major role in the
drinking habits of students. 'There are
many students who are not in good
financial standing, yet they spend a
large proportion of the money they do
have on alcohol when it could be used
for better purposes,' Winer adds.
Concerning the most visible
dispensers of alcohol on campus,
namely the Pub and the fraternities,
Winer believes they are not inherently
evil. T h e Pub doesn't foster the problem: it actually cuts down on drinking
and driving.' 'If it (the Pub) were closed, I'm afraid to think what the
number of traffic accidents and
fatalities might be with students
loading up in their cars to go
downtown, or worse yet, another
school.' Winer echoes similar sentiments when it comes to fraternities
and their relationship to drinking
habits of students do not start and end
with fraternities. He expresses concern
over the unseen drinking that takes
place in dorm rooms among small
groups of people or even a solitary student.
Overall, Winer is 'not too optimistic
that we will alter the drinking behavior
of students.' Counseling for those who
drink too much is his recommendation.

— TAAP Chairperson
"Drinking is a traditional thing to
do in some ways," said Paula ChuRichardson, Assistant Dean of
Students, adding that both responsible

TAAP This Resource
At a number of colleges and universities, surveys have been conducted to
obtain information on drinking patterns. While alcohol consumption is
not likely to be identical on any two
campuses, it has been found that by
and large, the picture is similar from
one institution to another. No formal
survey of alcohol consumption at
Trinity has been completed in over 10
years, so it is not known whether the
College would conform to the national
norms set by other institutions. However, a quantity-frequency scale developed by the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism predicts the following:
1. The number of students who
don't drink at all or seldom is relatively

ind Behavior Effects
Pehayjor
ly a feeling oi well-being
elease of inhibitions
lent impaired
lination and level of alertness lowered
tsed risk of collision while driving
ion times significantly slowed
le control and speech impaired
fd night vision and side vision
if self-control
risk greatly increased
Stent and major increases in reaction time
If equilibrium and technical skills
S< ry and motor capability depressed
e vision and legal blindness (20/200)
to drive for up to 10 hours
sring and severe motor disturbances
vare of surroundings
al anesthesia
dosage for a small percentage of
iuals
dosage for about 50% of individuals
circulatory and respiratory depression

small. It usually isn 't above 10%.
2. A large block can be classified as
light drinkers. Their normal consumption is one to ten drinks a month.
3. Another large group is a moder-_
ate category. Their range is 11 to 55
drinks a month.
4. Heavy drinkers, classed as those
who consume 56 or more drinks a
month, often comprise 18 to 22% of
the student body.
.
Concern has surfaced at Trinity this
semester with the founding of TAAP
whose plans are to educate the campus
on facts such as these above. The
organization's goal is as follows:
'.'Trinity Alcohol Awareness Program
(TAAP) is a non-profit organization
whose purpose is to make its members
and the Trinity community more conscious of the physical and social consequences of alcoholic beverages. TAAP
operates as an educational organization working to help people make informed decisions regarding alcohol
consumption." The goal of TAAP is
not to eliminate drinking on campus,
but to make the Trinity community
aware of the effects of alcohol and give
students the ability to make responsible
decisions.
Under the direction of Paula ChuRichardson, Assistant Dean ,of Students, about 10 students, including
representatives from the IFC and SGA,
meet weekly to discuss the use and
abuse of alcohol on campus and what
can be done to promote responsible
drinking on campus.
TAAP's initial projects will take
place during Awareness Week. The first is a Cave Discussion entitled:
"Alcohol: Is There a Problem?" to be
held Tuesday, April 20 at 4:30 p.m. In
addition to this, TAAP is staging two
Pub nights on Wednesday and Thursday that will feature a breathalyzer as
well as an educational table.
All students are welcome to join
TAAP. To find out more about thisorganization, contact the Dean of
Students' Office.

and irresponsible drinking have their
basis in tradition. Noting that "a
general trend toward conservatism of
something has to do with people turning to drinking." Chu-Richardson
termed experimentation with alcohol
as a way to get "out of the system."
1
She also doesn't feel that there has
been "a marked increase of alcohol
abuse on campus but rather that "the
profile of drinking actually is just more
apparent with less other experimentation." Pointing to the anxiety and insecurity about the future that most
undergraduates face (as well as individuals and society at large), ChuRichardson said that drinking is one
way "to escape reality and have an
outlet for anxiety."
When asked how she viewed alcohol
abuse at Trinity in comparison to other
colleges and universities, ChuRichardson remarked that there is
"an alcohol problem on nearly every
campus 'and that she's aware of problems 'more or less severe on other
camuses.' Campus-wide recognition of
the consequences sf alcohol abuse,- she
said, was symbolized by last years
Awareness Day. Whether or not
things have changed behaviorally she
said, 'people are aware that there are
different ways to be and also aware of
the negative consequences of the social

style adopted at Trinity With the seed
of awareness,' she continued, 'things
are much more likely to change.'
The role of the college, is mainly to
educate, she said. 'To me, the College
is responsible for faculty, staff, administration, and students and all
members of the community must be
educated.' However, she pointed out
that the role of the College in students
drinking is not a clear cut issue.
Students receive a double message, she
said, 'a lot of freedom but also
disciplinary action for breaking college
regulations.' Chu-Richardson said in
order to tackle the alcohol problem is
that a new category has to be found,
that of students rather than adults or
adolescents.
Although at times 'envious of
alcohol abu'se programs' at other colleges and universities, Chu-Richardson
is very excited about TAAP's debut at
Trinity. 'Even though we're a budding
organization,' said Chu-Richardson,
advisor to TAAP, 'we have to pull
together.' Chu-Richardson said that
students are beginning to say, 'I have a
voice and I do have a responsibility to
this community - to educate others,
and I do have something to offer," as
they confront alcohol abuse on campus.

Identifying The Problem Drinker
Professionals in the field usually consider five problem areas:
• Legal: Alcohol often gets people involved in legal hassles as assault, vandalism, and driving under the influence. It even plays a significant role in
major crimes such as rape and murder. One arrest for driving under the influence might be considered carelessness, but it is a warning sign. Two arrests
indicate a pattern and a problem.
• Social: Alcohol is often the basis for tension among family members, fiends,
and lovers. Lots of complaining about booze and too many arguments over
its use indicate a problem.
• Vocational: Alcohol can interfere with job performance, attendance at
school, and alertness on the job or in class. If it does, it is a problem.
• Financial: Alcohol costs money. If a person spends a significant amount on
booze or if other important purchases are neglected to buy booze, it is a
problem.
• Health: Lots of diseases appear to be directly related to excessive alcohol
consumption. Even college-age people are experiencing ulcers, circulatory
problems, blackouts, and the like. These can be related to^excessive drinking,
and they indicate a problem.
~
Still, by some definitions a person can be considered a "problem drinker" but
not-necessarily an alcoholic. What is the difference? It appears that some people
are physiologically more susceptible to alcohol. Something happens to them when
they drink. Whatever that something is, it is different from the average drinker.
They may start out as a light social drinker or a regular bar-hopper, but over time
they start to lose control over their drinking. Psychological dependence can turn
into physical addiction with the person needing a drink to function. Typically, the
person becomes very defensive about his or her drinking. Further, unless someone assists, the person will usually continue drinking until they have a whole host
of serious life-threatening problems.
Any of us can have a problem with alcohol..If we"do, we may or may not be
able to seek help on our own. We may be fortunate enough to have friends to
assist us in solving our problems in an open and trusting way. A number of
questions might be asked of yourself if you are concerned about your own
drinking. For example:
• Do I drink to escape from pressures, such as studies or responsibilities and
demands of life?
Do I drink to hide shyness or because of a lack of self-confidence?
Do I drink more and hold my liquor better than do my friends?
Do I need a drink before social events?
•
Do I need alcohol as a part of my activities regardless of their nature?.
Do I drink and get drunk when intending to stay sober?
Do I feel guilty after drinking or do I regret what I did while I was drinking?
Do my friends sometimes express a concern over the amount I drink?
If you honestly answer yes to two or more questions such as these, corrective
measures may be in order.
If you are concerned about someone else, you might ask:
. • Does the person show marked changes in regular habits and activities?
• Is the person experiencing any personal problems that could be associated
with alcohol?
• Has any school time been lost that might be associated with alcohol?
• Are grades steadily slipping;, exams being missed, or assignments not completed?
• Is there any evidence that the person may be drinking alone or periodically
throughout the day?
• Does the person always get drunk at parties?
A yes answer to these questions or others like them may not prove that a
drinking problem exists, but it does indicate that there may be reasons for con.xern and that help may be needed.
• .
• .- •• .i,,.,,;,,.,,,,
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Alcohol Awareness
Drinking problems are prevalent on many college
campuses across
country. It is no different here at
Trinity. Though the.* may not be a blatant drinking
"problem" in the Trinity community, the Tripod
believes that the issue should be seriously addressed
in order to insure that an atmosphere of responsible
drinking exists.
How many of us might at one time or another be involved in a social function which is conducive to drinking? There are parties and cocktail hours sometimes
occurring throughout the week and certainly on the
weekends. The problem does not rest in the fact that
these parties exist; even here at the Tripod we like to
indulge from time to time. Rather it is the frequency of
such parties and the atmosphere they generate which
could lead to problem drinking. Do students who start
out as frequent party-goers and social drinkers eventually become alcoholics?
Tackling such a monstrous problem as excessive
drinking on a campus like Trinity is indeed difficult.
The first task would be to obtain as much support as
possible from the College and student organizations in
order to make everyone here at Trinity aware of problem drinking. TAAP (Trinity Alcohol Awareness Program), which was recently organized by Paula ChuRichardson, is a fine start. The aim of this program, as
it should be with other programs, is not to extinguish
alcohol consumption, altogether, but rather to make
people aware of social drinking problems and to promote good party-conduct.
The concern about drinking from the College and
student organizations will have a "trickle-down" effect
on many of the students here at Trinity. By promoting ,
alcohol awareness, there might hopefully be an alleviation of peer pressure drinking. All social functions
should offer an alternative to alcoh6lic beverages. The
recent IFC questionnaire asking whether or not
non-alcoholic beverages should be served at parties
was ridiculous; the obvious reponse is 'yes,' but alternatives should be made available.
It is vital that all of us at Trinity take part in
ameliorating our social drinking habits or at least
become aware of them. We all should be concerned
about excessive drinkers around us. If you see a friend
constantly consuming alcohol or coming home from
almost every party completely inebriatedWou can confront them as to whether or not they migi\t be drinking
too much. Then we will have begun to address the arduous task of making everyone around us aware of excessive alcohol consumption.

by Kate Meyers
in
Wnlfcpr
Percv's
In Walker Percy's The Second Comine,
Coming, 1he
describes a man leaving a place forever, "Closing the
door for the last time. That was it. That's why
everything looked so clear. He knew he would not
come here again. When you leave a house for the last
time and take one last look before closing the door, it
is as if you were seeing the house again for the first
time. What happened to the five thousand times in
between?"
My parents are selling our house. My father sort of
slipped this information in among his recitation of
uneventful news at home, purposefully taking emphasis off of something that he knew I would purposefully place emphasis upon. It is a game he plays
with me, testing my strength, forcing me to be strong
on the other end of long distance so that he will not
have to deal with my weakness— it might bring out a
weakness of his own. So anyway, I play the part as he
expects, as I have always done and then hang up the
phone and cry.
I understand that it's time for them to be moving
to a smaller place. 1444 Inverness Avenue is too big
and too lonely for two people. Understanding,
however, doesn't make the reality of it any easier.

Alcohol Related Incidences
Editor's Note: In conjunction with our Alcohol Awareness Issue, the following two articles are unfortunate incidences related to alcohol.

Epidemic of Drinking Game Injuries
IOWA CITY, IA (CPS) — While
many campuses are coping with the
avages of the winter and others
desperately try to concoct ways to
|mitigate; their Fiscal crises, the
University of Iowa is fighting a diferent kind of problem: a small
|epidemic of students who have to
have quarters removed from their
digestive tracts.
Over the last six months, Iowa
City's University Hospital has
reated 15-20 students who had
been playing "Quarters," a drinking
ame, according to Dr. Robert
Hageman.
The game, Hageman says., conists of "a bunch of people sitting
round a table drinking beer, and
xying to flip quarters into the
mugs. When someone gets a quarter
nto a beer, he can either drink it or
noose someone else who has to.

Support a Freshmen Advisor
To the Editor:
In attending to effectively answer
a grave need at Trinity, the Student
Government at last Tuesday's night
meeting almost unanimously passed
a resolution calling for the creation
"of a new full-time administrative
position of Advisor to the
Freshman Class. The creation of
such a position could have farreaching consequence. A n individual in a full-time position
would finally be able to attend to
tremendous needs of freshman that
are presently unsatisfactorily
answered or not answered at all.
One may more accurately get a
sense of the problem by becoming
acquainted with the fact that clearly
a majority, perhaps two-thirds, of
the students who visit the office of
Dean of Students at mid-term are
freshman. Many of these students
report to the office after receiving
two or more unsatisfactory notices,
better known as "U's." Additionally, there was only a two day Orientation Period for freshman this past
year, which proved quite inadequate. These examples and many
more like them reveal why a fulltime position of Advisor to the
Freshman Class is sorely needed. In
answering some of the current problems, the advisor could:
1) set up a portfolio of information about the student for the ad-isor's use. Such information about
ihe student for the advisor's use.
i
'ych information, such as SAT
••(res, could greatly aid the profvssor in advising the student as to
whai courses he should pick.
2) assemble and distribute to the
advisors a handbook, written by
those in the various depai (ments,

concerning courses that freshmen
and sopohomores should take if
they are planning to major in a particular field, just interested in the
courses, or might need for employment opportunities or future
careers.
3) supervise a well-run orientation period and ensure that a couple
meetings between the advisor and
his advisees take place before the
start of school.
4) supervise an extension of the
advising system by having upperclassmen aid advisors by helping
to advise, say, four Freshman who
are in the professor's seminar.
5) meeting with students as a
group in their hall lounges at the
beginning of the year, and chatting
with them each term on a one-toone basis during a 15 minute or so
appointment.
6) formalize the college tutoring
service. I bet you weren't aware that
we had one.
7) institute programs for a
greater class structure and identity.
A newsletter for Freshmen and elections for several class officers would
be quite appropriate. Presently,
V.P. Smith and Director of Alumni
Affairs Gerry Hanson are working
with class committees to institute
greater class spirit and identity.

The house was purchased upon my arrival into this
world and it's the safest most comfortable fortress I
have ever known. It is quiet hours in front of the
fireplace reading, screaming Sunday afternoons of
Steeler action, chase scenes throughout the second
floor bedrooms, late August nights under the stars on
my parent's balcony, and always, the dribbling of a
basketball. But, most of all, it is home and long as
the house is ours, I can put off saying goodbye to
those things.
The procrastination of farewell will last until next
week when I go home for my brother Stuart's wedding. His wife-to-be, Annie, lives two houses down
from us so that at the same time something ends bri
Inverness, something begins. I don't look forward to
closing the door for the last time, wishing 1 could stay
a little longer. I will have to deal with that empty
feeling and get used to seeing things so clearly and
•like it was the first time you really looked simply
because I know it may be the last.
I've been looking at the quad that way lately,
staring at the beached bodies and the frisbees and
wishing that there was more sand in the hourglass.
All of these endings are tough, but the scariest thing
about them, is that the beginning, is my own.

The person elected must chug the
beer, and catch the quarter in his
teeth."
"Caps," a variation using bottle
caps instead of quarters, is also
making the rounds of local college
bars, according to Dr. Harley
Feldick, Iowa's director of Health
Service.
.'Feldick reports an increase in injuries relating to other drinking
games among Iowa students during
the last two school years. Some
students have also been hurt playing
a game in which a participant lights
the alcohol in a drink on fire, and
then tries to gulp it down without
getting burned.
"We started hearing rumors
about the games, and before long
we were gettin students with injuries
from them," Fredick recalls.
"Quarters" has caused most of
he problems, according to
Hegeman.
Many people simply pass the

quarters, but some — notably
smaller, younger, and female
students — are physically incapable
of passing them.
Hegeman worries that some peo
pie might start using smaller coini
to make the game safer, but warm
that " a smaller coin would be the|
perfect size to lodge in the airway a
the back of the throat, and cause|
death in about 20 seconds."
Neither Hegeman nor Feldick
will speculate why there's an in
crease in the game playing, or in the|
injuries from it.
Hospital spokesman Dean Borg
however, notes, " I asked my son
who is in high school about this
and he said 'That's nothing new
and it isn't limited to Iowa.' "
But it hasn't spread through thi
state yet, however. "We have had
no students come in with injurie:
related to any of those games,'
reports Dr. L.Z. Furman of lowi
State's Student Health Service.

CU Student Dies
in Fall From Dorm

sophomore year, and perhaps make
their sophomore year more rewar-'
ding. Surely, we can not continue to
let the present needs of students
by Edward D. Sargent
entering Trinity continue without
WashlnKion Poil s u f f Writer
attending to them. Many other colA 19-year-old Catholic Univerleges and universities nave sucn a
position; For paying more attention sity student last night plunged to his
to the needs of freshamen these col- death from the window of a fifth
leges have been rewarded by alumni floor dormitory room during a
at Annual Giving time. I'm glad the small party celebrating the end of
inal examinations, District of
SGA deemed the position important enough to pass a resolution Columbia police said.
Police Said James Armstrong, a
looking into the creation of the fulltime administrative position. Dur- sophomore from Pearl River, N.Y.,
ing this Awareness Week, this is but was attending a party with friends
one of the many things that we as n a room at Flather Hall on
students should be made aware of Satholic University's Northeast
and attempt to implement for the Washington campus about 8:30
p.m. Police said the youth apparenbetterment of the school.
y leaned out of a window to knock
Sincerely,
on the window of the room next
L.P. Snodgrass
door and lost his balance.
Senior Class Representative
Armstrong fell on top of a con-

crete canopy beneath the window
and then onto a dirt and brick area
below, police said. Police ruled the
death an accident and said no foul
play was suspected.
Police said the exact nature of
Armstrong's injuries would not be
known until the city medical
examiner's report is completed.
In similar accidents on local
college campuses, a 19-year-old
Georgetown University student fell
four stories to his death in September during a series of Labor Day
weekend parties, and in January
1980, a 19-year-old Catholic
University student survived a fall of
65 feet from a campus building after spending an evening at a beer
and-ein rjartv.

Ityoudnnkd bt of beei; you drink a lot...

8) cooperate in joint projects
with the offices of Admissions,
Residential Services, and of Career
Counseling.
9) oversee the academic process
of the Freshman Class.
Carrying out such measures
could tremendously ease freshmen
on a smooth path to their

The ofcohoi caiteni of \
one 12 o n c e rnug; of beer

equals ihpl of • :
one 3K ounce glass of wine

equals that of
one ounce of liqua
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Letters and Commentary
This Week in Cubby's Corner
Part II in the Coconut Grove series
by K.S. Kusiak
It has always amazed me how
after one has been driving on the
highway i'or a while, time seems to
slow down and it feels as though
one i.« traveling much more slowly
than is actually the case. At this
particular moment in my life, time
is passing particularly slowly. An
hour ago, my friend and I were zipping down the Florida turnpike
towards Miami at about 70 m.p.h.
with our radar detector, out and
ready and expectant smiles on our
faces. What could be more
delightful than cruising to Coconut
Grove for a couple of days after a
nice week's stay in Ft. Lauderdale?
With the first rattle of the engine
my mind flashed to that scene in
Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath
when the whole family is packed into the old truck on their way to
California praying the motor won't
break down. More pings and rattles
had me cursing Murphy and myself
for not taking a plane. The first
estimate was $90.00 for a broken
water pump. The next was $200.00.

I refused to take the car to a third
mechanic.
Right now, however, I'm feeling
a little better as I sit next to the pool
at girlfriend's house - our original
destination (gorgeous house, you
really ought to visit there sometime)
with a beer in one hand and my
pen in the other. Life really isn't all
that bad; I'll just have to get a job
driving a bus or something and eat
candy bar lunches for six months to
pay for my car - no problem!
Have you ever wondered if your
writing was grammatically correct
and no way of finding out? Of
course not, skip that question.
Getting back to the point, as I sit
here staring vaguely into space I am
beginning to wonder what the word
"experience" is all about. Many
of my friends here at Trinity
good and the bad, so that every
possible avenue is explored. Their
energy and idealism are very convincing, but somehow I find it hard
to believe that experiencing a
building falling on me or paying
$200.00 for a water pump can add
to my personal fulfillment or
growth. Perhaps the above ex-

To the Rescue

To the Editor:
This winter I had occasion to
witness three Trinity joggers assist a
woman who had fallen. They were
courteous and helpful. It is

reassuring to know this type of
young adult is in our neighborhood.
Yours very truly,
Rena I. Lattizori

amples are extreme - at least that's our job as ignorant human beings perience as" a tool rather than some
what I told the mechanic - but still I to discover the purpose by gaining kind of mystic crystal ball hinting at
think that they are valid. Ex- understanding through experience. • the ultimate truth,
perience Is a fine thing, It adds to I find it impossible, however, to
Then again, there are people who
our knowledge and thus to our find any supporting evidence for have lived four times longer than I
overall understanding of life in all this claim though I have studied have "who believe in the doctrine o'f
its aspects.
many others who have searched experience. Great Scott! Holy lack
However, the doctrine of total long and hard. Perhaps instead we of meaningful conclusion! Maybe I
experience assumes that there is- should each decide on our own pur- need more experience in these
some high purpose in life and it is pose and then pursue it using ex- things.

Student Concern About Hunger
To the Trinity Community:
During the last four years at
Trinity I have spent much time
over many a steak dinner talking
about world hunger. Although I
believe my companions and I were
and are generally concerned about
the problems of world hunger, few
of us have done more than token
work in the effort to relieve it. We
were sympathetic, :ibut sympathy is
often forgotten amidst the troubles
of academic work.
How can we arouse this nonproductive sympathy? It is my
belief that people will become more
willing to aid those in need if they
go beyond sympathy
and empathize with those in need. I
therefore propose a type of fast; not
an absolute fast over a short period
of time, but rather a limited fast
over the course of a week. Those
who participate would for seven full

days, from Sunday, April 25 to
Saturday,. May 1, eat only the
median world calorie intake per
day. It is difficult to calculate an
average per capita calorie intake of
all the people of the world. Bill
Trimble, a graduate student at
Yale, has informed me that the
average intake per day world-wide
is 1,500 calories. This is the mean. I
have since learned .that the median
intake is approximately 1,000
calories per day. For most, this
would be a severe diet. Perhaps if
we can experience, even for this
short period of time, what it means
to eat like the average person of our
world, we will be moved to do more
than discuss the problem over dinner; we will perhaps take some action.
There are difficulties with .this."
People who participate in intercollegiate sports could not possibly
partake of the fast. In addition,

people with medical diets or those
who are ill at the start of the fast
also could not participate. Almost
no meat and no alcoholic beverages
could be consumed by those who
participate, due to their high calorie
content.

••••'-.

Additional activities could be
arranged. The Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity has offered the use Of
their kitchen so that those who participate can join in one or more
group meals. A book table can also
be set up in Mather Hall. Members
of the Trinity Christian Fellowship
and the Trinity Hunger Relief
Organization have offered to participate. We welcome any and all
who wish to join us. If you wish to
participate, please send me a note to
Box 898. I also welcome any comments or criticisms.
BergZug
President, Trinity Christian
Fellowship .

D.C. Wirer Portrait of an Abused Minority
those over sixty-five live on less
than one thousand calories a day
To Ruth
and thus fail to get adequate nutrients. Many remain unable to afford
Her skin is
necessary nursing care, decent
like the soft white wood
housing, and transportation. They
of aging birch
are victimized by violent crimes
lined by the etchings
both outside and within their famiof lovers and wanderers
lies. The newly acknowledged social
as she slowly sips her tea
phenomenon known . as "elder
I touch her
abuse" is reportedly increasing due
she touches me.
More than half of America's to worsening economic conditions
thirty million elderly live below the which cause children to resent and
poverty level. Official studies esti- consequently abuse their financially
mate that, nearly fifty percent of dependent parents.
by Maura Mclnerney
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And then there's loneliness: that
unmeasured,- unanswered human
longing to be a part of others. For
most of us loneliness has been a
short-lived experience, and it is fear
of loneliness which remains to
haunt us. Perhaps it is this which we
fear most about old age. .'•••'
When I first came to Washington, an unimaginable loneliness
seized me. Tears fell easily and often. I felt like a thin shaving of
wood curling into myself not out of
choice, but out of circumstance.
But my loneliness was only a temporary condition. For many elderly
people this hunger is a way of
life , . . and death;
Ruth is a 79-year-old friend of
mine who lives two blocks away
from me in a D.C. nursing home.
She understood and shared in my
loneliness. She offered me rare, unconditional love as I warmed myself
by her smile. The difference between my loneliness and that of
Ruth was not generational but
largely economic. Her loneliness
was the by-product of a market
society which deemed her "unvaluable." Yet, since my first days in
Washington, Ruth has increased my
"productivity" manyfold just by
allowing me to love her. But I guess
that isn't included in the GNP.
Like the rest of us, the elderly
need to be encouraged to be all they
can be. They deserve our respect
not just because of who they were,
or what they earned, but because of
who they are. Unfortunately, the
Reagan administration's proposed
FY1983 budget fails to recognize
the elderly as an important national
resource. Instead, devastating
budget reductions promise to impose physical and emotional hardships on millions of older Americans as an already alienated and
abused segment of our citizenry is
further degraded. Even costeffective programs like the Title V
Employment Program funded under the Older American's Act is
scheduled to be eliminated.

Last year this project saved an
estimated $2.5 million in New York
State alone while providing 54,000
part-time jobs to older workers
nationally. Reagan's budget proposes to replace this successful employment program with one which
would serve older workers and
other special groups at a funding
level of $87 million below what is
now available to older workers.
Such action will probably decrease
the number served by elderly nutrition programs as many of these
projects are dependant on the em-'
ployrhent program to inexpensively
provide up to 40% of their staff.
(Meanwhile the older worker
revolution in the private sector is
threatened by Medicare policies
which will pay the health expenses
of workers only when the employer's group insurance doesn't
cover the expense. Thus it would
cost employers $2.7 billion to employ 1.7 million older workers.)
The loss of an employment program appears minor when compared to the losses in federal funds
to vital services for the elderly;
Food Services
— 26«/o of the 560,000 families
with elderly and disabled
members will be cut off from
food stamps.
— Food stamp benefits given to
elderly and disabled persons
will be cut by one-fourth.
— Meals served to groups of
elderly will be cut by $30 billion.
— The Mcals-on-Wheels program serving the homebound
elderly will suffer a $9 million
cut.
Health Care
Medicare will be slashed by $2.4
billion.
Housing
— The number of housing units
constructed specifically for
the elderly will be reduced
from 16,990 to 10,000.

— No additional public housing
units will be funded.
— Commitments for subsidizing
145,000 units will be cancelled.
Note: in New York City alone
there is a 14-year waiting list
for subsidized housing for the
elderly.
Social Services.,.
—- Senior centers will be reduced
— Social services, block grants
will be reduced by 20%.
— Funding for State Agencies on
Aging will be reduced by 8%.
At a recent hearing of the Human
Services Subcommittee of the
House Select Committee on the
Aging, Administration Spokesperson Dorcas Hardy, Assistant Secretary for Human Development Services, spoke on the effect of block
granting social services for the
elderly. She explained that states
will not necessarily be choosing to
fund services for children over services for the elderly.
Rather, states will be choosing to
continue services to the elderly
which are life-sustaining over those
which effect the "quality of life."
No wonder Americans fear growing old.
In recent years the plight of the
elderly has received greater national
attention. As we learn more about
the economic, social and psychological problems confronting older
Americans, we learn more about
the attitudinal changes which must
be undertaken in our own lives in
order to help the elderly. The government's ro!e in this is critical, as
there are vital services which only
the government can provide to the.
elderly. As always, careful scrutiny
should replace the indiscriminate
slashing of federally funded
programs.
To deny the fast growing elderly
population of this country a
"quality life" is to, among other
things, deny ourselves friends like
Ruth. And someday, you might be
Ruth.
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Arts/Entertainment
John Rose Gives Rose of a Concert
by Floyd Higgins
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Jesters Jest Anew in Spring Reps
by Karen L.Webber
Where else but at Trinity's Annual Spring Reps could one find the
combination of a light drawing
room comedy, a tragedy, a contemporary, two-character piece, an absurdist work and a musical in consecutive evenings? There is no
doubt that this year's diverse selection of plays will intrigue and
delight any theatre goer.
The first play will be The Great
Nebula in Orion, written by Landford Wilson and directed by Lucy
Cole. This is a two character play
featuring Jane Evans in the role of
Carrie and Sally Schwager as
Louise. The piece explores the
friendship between the two women.
A chance meeting at Bergdorf's
. seven years after" their college
^ tibn from college proves to be evenful in uncovering hidden feelings.
Deirdre, written by William
Butler Yeats and directed by Jeff
Hilburn, will follow The Great
Nebula. Deidre is a tragedy based
on 9th century Keltic legend. It
is about a love triangle in which an
old king falls in love with a young
queen while she falls for a younger
king. Yeats worked on this play for
30 years and through it explores the

importance of loyalties to one's
throne, ones lovers, and finally to
one's country. The three principle
actors are Hyla Flaks as Deirdre.
Richard See as Naoise, and Matt
George as Conchubar.
The next play, How She Lied to
Her Husband, was written by Bernard Shaw and is directed by Ann
McAllister. In it, Shaw employs a
love triangle situation to parody the
institution of marriage. The
husband, an aging voluptuary,
(Todd Van Amburgh), happens
upon a set of poems written to his
' wife, a jaded society lady, (Judith
Wolff) by her pretentious young
lover, (Richard Schiefferdeckef).
This triangle is the basis of the
silliness which follows.
The American Dream, written by
Edward Albee and directed by Alice
Hailow, is an example of French
absurdist drama. The American
Dream is a commentary on
American institutions and.accepted
customs. Albee uses the broken
down family unit to convey his
message. The characters are Mommy (Karen Webber), Daddy
(Michael Lipp), Grandma (Hunter
Sloane), Mrs. Barker (Blythe
Bachman), and Jordan Bain as the
American Dream.

HARTFORD
At The
Atheneum
A roomful of 12-3 foot-long
goldfish created by artist Sandy Skoglund.will be on display
in the MATRIX Gallery of the
Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford April 24 through August
15.
Paintings and sculpture
from the world's first black
republic are the featured work
of "In Focus: Haitian Art
from the Permanent Collection" at the Wadsworth
Atheneum in Hartford, April
17 through August 8.

At The
Bushnell
The Boston Symphony Orchestra currently celebrating its
100th performing season, appears at Hartford's Bushnell
Memorial for one performance
only, Tuesday, April 20 at 8
p.m.
The program will include
Vivaldi's "The Four Seasons"
and Beethoven's Symphony

No. 6 in
"Pastoral."

F,

Opus

68,

In his resounding salute to
Poland's most scenic and historic regions, the Bushnell
Travelogue Series presents
Jonathan Hagar's Inmortal
Poland on April 23 and 24 at 8
p.m. and April at 2 & 5 p.m.

At Center
Church
On Wednesday, April 21,
1982, Wednesday Noon Repertory of Center Church, 60
Gold Street in downtown Hartford will present The Blue
Spruce Poets in a reading of
original works.

At Real
Arts Ways
Sunday, April 25, 2 p.m.
Real Art Ways is pleased to
present, in his only New
England appearance; novelist
and poet Ishmael Reed. Reed is
one of the foremost American
black writers today.

People Are Living There, written
by Athol Fugard and directed by
Kwaku Sintim-Misa, focuses on the
aging Mildred Alfred Jenkins, portrayed by Karen Perlow, who has
just been jilted by her lover after a
ten year relationship. She is the Ianlady of a boarding house where she
and two other characters live: Don
(Mike Isko) and Shorty (Ken Festa).
Sometimes we are the victims of a
situation and Fugard uses comedy
and pathos to explore the different
reactions of people to their victimized situation.
The final play will be The Diary
of Adam and Eve, written by Bock
and Harnick and directed by Dana
Giddings. Bock and Harnick have
also been widely acclaimed for this
; production. The Diary is one third
!
of a full length production called
The Apple Tree, Based on two
short stories by Mark Twain, the
musical follows the initial encounter between Adam and Eve, their
growing up together and finally
their departure from Eden.
The first three plays will run
Thursday and Friday this week, and
the second three will run Saturday
and Sunday. Showtime is at 8:00
.p.m. in Garmony, and admission is
•free.
Oops! The senior who gave
her Senior Exhibit in Garmony
Hall last week is Gina Bonsignore, not Gina Bonafarte.
Please excuse the error.

known as perhaps the greatest
'organist after Bach. The interpretation of this work was initially
disappointing and rather unsympathetic to the acoustics of the
building. However, Rose warmed
up to the piece somewhat later on,
As the final piece of the first half,
the artist replayed his Easter
postlude, Henri Mulet's CarillonSortie—a driving and exciting
piece, representative of the typical
French organ toccata.

The Trinity College Chapel must
consider itself fortunate in
possessing two excellent musical entities: the superb Chapel organ and
the college organist, John Rose. It
is an extremely happy situation in
that the instrument and the artist
complement one another so well.
The end result can only be a
program of satisfying music.
Mr. Rose's recital last Friday was
the fourth organ performance of
The Widor Fifth Symphony serthe Trinity organ series. In keeping
ved as the second half of the recital.
with his obvious enthusiasm for the
There was a very secure and
romantic music of 19th century
knowledgeable feeling for the five
France, the program afforded
movements of the symphony, as
listeners a "glimpse into the organ
John Rose has recorded the work
lofts of several Parisian churches
on the Trinity organ for Towerhill
during the 19th century," as Rose
records. Occasionally parts of the
stated in an intervening note between the pieces. The objective of .opening Allegro Vivace were
the composers of this era, as well as precariously fast, approaching the
artisfs musical and technical limits.
of the organs builders, was to tranform the organ into an orchestral The wonderful Swell Oboe stop was
instrument. Imitative stops were heard in the Allegro Cantabile, and
a buzz of recognition ran through
developed and the organ was given
a markedly more expressive quality. the audience at the familiar opening
notes of the final movement, the
Organ symphonies of C M . Widor
Toccata. It was a most satisfactory
and L. Vierne are typical works of
performance of this much abused
the era.
The first two pieces, the Prelude piece. The contagious ferver
from Op 29 of Gabriel Pierne, and demanded an equally impressive
Louis Vierne's fantasy piece, encore, which was Vierne's Carillon
Cathedrales, quickly established the du Longpont, another French toccharacter of the program. Vierne's cata based on the theme of the bells
writing is in many ways reminiscent at Longpont.
of Debussy's, considering the imThus the evening concluded on a
pressionistic tone-painting — evo- loud and joyous note. Rose has
cative of the grandeur and mystique again
proved
himself
of a cathedral.
" >
a knowledgeable interpreter of the
Cesar Franck's Fantaisic in A
French Romantics and Trinity is
followed. Franck.was the pioneer of fortunate in having a performer of
the orchestral style and was also his virtuosity.
..

CHECK IT OUT
The 22nd annual "Buttondown Sounds" concert by the
Trinity College Pipes will be
held Saturday, April 24 at 9:00
p.m. in the Washington Room.
The donation is $1.00, payable
at the door.
Dr. Don Katz, Associate
Professor
of
Modern
Languages, will give a reading
of her own poetry in the Faculty Club, Hamlin, at 4:00 p.m.
on Wednesday, April 28.
Tim Martin will present a
.Junior Recital this Thursday at

8:15. The program, entitled
Five Dances, will be shown in
Seabury 9-17. There is no admission charge,
The Trinity College Chapel
Jubilee celebration continues
with a hardsichord recital'by
Robert Edward Smith on Friday, April 23 at 8:15 p.m. in
the Chapel. Admission is
$4.00. Tickets may be purchased in advance from the Chapel
Office and will be available at
the door.

Student Stages Multi-Media Event
by Cathy Hatfield

or steel, but rough, resembling large
trees. The music (to which Doug
had painted the paintings) did not
Different forms of art can find exfollow the traditional tension and
pression in ways that leave none of
release style, but was somewhere
the senses unfulfilled. Tim Martin
between mechanical and organic.
experimented with this idea of
Synthesizers produced a mechanical
discovering
the many
exsound, yet the eeriness flowed
pressionable aspects of art in his
naturally.
multi-media exhibit on April fourth. He toyed with the forms of AbTo add to these extremes, Martin
straction,
Variation,
Imchoreographed rigid, mechanical
pressionism, and Nocturne; the
'movements interspersed with fluid,'
mezmerizing aspect was that he
smooth movements for his dance.
chose people as a facet of exThe effect of the three elements
pressionableart.
taken as an entire exhibit was
The Abstraction exhibit consisted
almost hypnotizing.
of three elements: three large painIn the Variation corner, the
tings by Doug Gray, disjointed and
theme was metamorphosis, a kind of
non-traditional music, and abstracdependency.
To
the
imtion personified by Martin in a danprovosational music of two
ce. The seemingly disconnected,
polished guitarists accompanied by
chaotic elements were necessarily
a dulcimer player, two female dancoordinated, for while each element
cers performed a continuous
fed 'its own complexity and concyclical dance. Strung above the
fusion, it also created a balance and
musicians and dancers was a series
harmony with the other art forms.
of sculptures; the series originated
The paintings were in metallic
with a cubical sculpture, and
shades of silver and grey, yet the
through subtle changes of figures,
texture was not smooth, like metal ended with a pyramidical figure.

The dependency-variations motif
was expressed through music, dance, and inanimate figures.
.
The two remaining styles of art,
Impresionism and Nocturne, were
placed next to each other to demonstrate their similarities. For Impressionism, a female dancer performed a light, flowing number,
and in the Nocturne exhibit, Martin
had placed a painting of a dark,
'serene woman and a moving
scuplture — a person changing
positions under a dark sheet forming varying shapes. Though these
two exhibits were not as developed
as the others, they were basically
good ideas with muc"h potential.
Martin will be having another
multi-media exhibn; in the future;
this was experimental. By providing
a large room full of varying form?,
of art that can please anyone in
some way and that provide a basic
sense of art, he hopes to stimulate
more appreciation of the arts on
campus. "More people at Trinity
have an interest in art than they
think or allow time for," he says.
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Tennis Upends MIT 8-1
by Rob Henimcs
Trinity Tennis went into full
swing last week with the Men's Varsity playing three matches and the
J. V. team four. The Varsity fell to a
very strong squads from Amherst
and Boston University before gunning down M.I.T. 8-1 on a fine
Saturday afternoon. The J.V. fared
better winning three out of four
matches, losing only a close match
5-4 to Amherst.
Varsity Captain Steve Solifc, Andy Loft, and Jeff Lang prevailed in
their singles matches on hard courts
at Amherst College while the other
team members lost the remaining
six matches. Especially tenacious
was Loft, playing in the number
three spot won his match in three
sets 3-6, 6-3, 6-4.
Rob Rexer serves against Amherst.

photo by Howard Sadlnsky

Two days later," the BU tennis
team swept through the Trinity

squad 8-2 with. Bob Bortnick and
Kurt Berky gaining the Trin victories. These matches were played
at home on slow red-clay courts.
Team member Rob Rexer cites the
competition on vastly different
court surfaces and April gusts of
wind as being major factors in the
Trinity losses. The young squad,
having practiced on the very slick
playing surface indoors at Ferris
Athletic Center, had a little difficulty in adjusting their games to
outdoor weather conditions and
slower courts. Rexer believes the
team as a whole will improve
steadily in competition; the season
is still young.
Indeed on Saturday, the netmen
snowed great form' in trouncing
M.I.T. The victory was especially
satisfying for Coach George Sutherland as M.I.T. has beaten Trin for
three consecutive years. Freshman
Strome, Loft, and Bortnick thrilled

the gallery winning their singles,
through lengthy three set matches,
Bortnick's — an exciting 7-5, 6-7,
7-5 victory. Neil Schneider was keen
in winning the number one singles
and the top doubles with Solik. All
singles matches were won by Trinity; it was a fine team performance.
The J.V. netmen had a grand
week winning decisive matches over
prep schools Hotchkiss and Taft
before shutting down M.I.T. 9-0.
Especially powerful throughout
were Don Moran, Sandy Monaghan
and Ron Pruett, all have beaten their
opponents rather handily. The J.V.
squad has outstanding ability in all
team members for the level of play.
In this second week of competition, Trinity tennis hits the road,
playing away matches at UConn.
and Wesley an. After the early season jitters, the Varsity should take
these challenges in stride.

Men's Track Falls
To Williams 96-57
by Steve Hots

DONT WASTE
H C/OOD l/£AR5

The Trinity men's Track team
took on Williams Saturday at Jesse
Field. Although the Bantams lost
96-57, the score was closer than
many people expected, and there
were several excellent performances.
The field events were the
strongest area for Trinity. All three
places in the javelin were swept by
the Bantams as Mark LaMagdelaine took first, with a throw ojf J72
feet, Bill Colby came in second, and
Richard Hayber took third. Dom
Rapini won the shot put with a
throw of 45' 5", and he came back
with a third in the hammer throw.
Justin George won that event with
148'2". George also took second in
the discus.
In the jumping events, Matt Harthun took second in the pole vault
with 12 feet even. Bruce Zawodniak
won the high jump with a successful
effort at 6' 2 " . After Al Lewis took
third in the long jump, Terry
Rousseau won the triple jump on
his last try with a jump of 39' 9".
The performances by all were
generally good considering the windy conditions.
On the track, the Bantams did
not do as well, although several
strong performances were turned
in, especially in the distance events.
Robert Rasmussen finished second
in the mile with a time of 4:31. Four

more points were picked up in the
120 high hurdles as Steve Drew and
Zawodniak finished second and
third respectively. Pat Lyle and
Robert Hemmes finished third in
the 100 and 200 dashes respectively.
Rousseau came back from his efforts in the field events with an excellent time of 53.5 in the quarter
mile for. third place. The half mile
proved to be the highlight of the
day for the Bantams on the tiacfc as
all three places were swept. Dave
Barry, kicking hard in the last 220,
won in two minutes flat, Rasmussen
finished second shortly behind him,
and Doug Brooks held off
Williams' best half-miler to finish
third. Steve Klots completed the
scoring for Trinity with a third
place in, the three mile in 16:10.
Afterwards, Coach Richard
Hazelton had positive things to say
about several of his athletes,
"David Barry did a good job, as he
also ran an outstanding leg on the mile relay. Zawodniak, Rapini, and
Justin (George) did good jobs in the
field events." He was pleased with
the field events, but felt they would
have to do better on the track,
although "the distance people did
much better, as we swept the half,
which we had never done before
against Williams," as Hazeiton
said. He concluded that "being out
first meet effected our performances against Williams, and the
wind effected everybody's times."

A View of What Makes
A Person A Good Coach
by Bobby Parcych

BfJ LEARNINg HOW
fO ABU5E ALCOHOL

I very seldomly get serious about
• things, but here's one topic which
has popped up a great deal recently.
Namely, what makes a person a
good college coach? Is there a
recipe which, if certain qualities are
mixed together correctly, one can
obtain the perfect mentor? I only
can relate from my own experiences
as a sports participant at many
levels.
A good coach is one who never
totally takes his position seriously.
He or she must be able to laugh at
both his. errors and his triumphs.
Coaches must keep their job and
their role of sports in perspective.
The game should never transcend
the individuals on the field. These
individuals must remain more important than the W's and the L's

which appear in print.
A good eoach knows- about
people. He or she must be both a
friend and a leader. This does not
mean that one has to socialize with
one's players, A coach should be
able to rejoice in the many victories
and accept the many defeats.
This list can go on forever. These
are the qualities which I feel are important in becoming a good coach.
This list will not insure a career of
winning seasons. These qualities are
important because they provide a
player with intangibles that effect a
person for a lifetime, plus they keep
the true concept of sports alive in
the minds of some people. Few
people I know have weUfed all of
these qualities together, those mat
have are lucky, but their players are
even more fortunate.
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Baseball's Comeback Catches Cardinals
The Trinity baseball team had
won only three of the last fifteen
contests against the Wesleyan
Cardinals going into Thursday's
game. Now it is four of sixteen as
Trinity came from behind to upset
the Cardinals.
After the Bants jumped to a 1-0
lead behind a third inning run and
four strong innings of one hit pitching from John Valencia, Wesleyan
rallied, scoring three earned runs
off the tiring Valencia in the top of
the fifth.
Mike Schweighoffer came in to
hold Wesleyan at three in the sixth
and his excellent relief proved crucial as Steve Guglielmo smacked a
two run homer over the left field
fence to tie the score at three.
An inning later Trinity added
what proved to be the winning run.
Todd Dagres singled and advanced
to third with a stolen base and an
error, with two outs. Coach Robie
Shults made a surprise decision,
calling for Chuck Welsh to lay down
a bunt. Welsh's execution was flawless and his bunt down the third
base line brought Dagres across the
plate, making the score 4-3, in favor
of Trinity.
Schweighoffer completed his second win in relief of the young season by retiring the visiting Cardinals
in order in the ninth, the last two
outs coming on strike outs.
Peter Martin, despite suffering
an unusual bad day at the plate, set
a Bantam record with four assists
from his catcher position.
The following afternoon the Bantams travelled south to take on
Southern Connecticut, losing a 7-6
slugfest. Neither Trinity pitchers,
Mike Shimeld or David Gasior-

iwski, were effective and the outstanding hitting of Dagres, one
double and a triple among three
hits, and Joe Shield, three of four
as the designated hitter, was not
enough to produce victory.
The Bantams bounced back from
the lose to Southern and whipped

Williams in Williamstown 11-7 on
Sunday.
The game was decided in the
Trinity half of the first inning. Both
Martin and Welsh stroked three run
home runs in the opening half inning to stake Trinity to what proved
to be an insurmountable lead.

Laxmen Hold Off MIT
continued from page lfi
roaring back and played like a welloiled machine. The hosts continually drew a slide and then passed the
ball off, giving them an excellent
shot on Trinity's goal. A wellexecuted face dodge allowed one
MIT midfielder to score and the
Engineers drew closer. Bngham
came to the rescue, however, adding two fourth quarter goals which
iced Trinity's 11-7 win.
The Bantam defense played well,

•f

>
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Peter Martin follows through while watching the path of the ball against Wesleyan.

but the'fourth quarter saw the back
line becoming disorganized, allowing
MIT to stay on the offensive. The
attack continued to effectively use
all of its players, substituting freely,
and the results showed. Birmingham played an admirable game
even though MIT?s strategy was to
isolate him •from-the ball. Despite
this Birmingham still had a goal and
drew a few penalties, Barney Corning also played well, assisting on
three goals.

Mike Criscione was the beneficiary of the first inning outburst as
he pitched five innings i to pick up
the win. Ander Wensburg relieved Criscione and continued the
excellent relief work the pitching
staff has provided, going the final
four innings and picking up the
save.

Laxwomen Go 2-0-1
continued from page 16
In the second half, the defense
thwarted any-attempt at a rally by
the Camels, allowing only one goal
to be scored in the period. Larkin
and Mooney successfully shut their
opponents out of the play, while
Witbeck scooped up several ground
balls. Newton, in goal for a third
straight game, was hot with 15
saves. The attack again fired up in
the second half, as goals by Castle,
Porter, Ljnch and Nolen broke the

Camel defense, giving Trinity a 19-7
victory.
In the J.V. game, the attack ran
through Connecticut's unsuspecting
defense and goalie. The Trin
defense saw little action, and
Perkins, with five saves, recorded
her first shutout of the season. Tight
defense at midfield gave the attack
the chance to pepper the Camel goal
with 49 shots. Sperry and Cassazza
were high scorers with four goals
each, while Johnson, Luke, Barroll,
Rogers and Strong each scored to
lead the J.V. to a 17-0 victory.
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flight forMS
Mike Schweighoffer fires in his winning relief perforaiasice against Wesleyan
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More Sports
A Conversation At Midnight On Jesse Field
Upon checking my mailbox for the sixth time Friday I found
an odd note. It invited me to interview the most important
force in the success and failure of Trinity Sports at midnight
on Jesse Field.
After confronting all my friends, (he denied leaving me thenote) \ I reluctantly decided to go to the assigned meeting place.
At 11:151 left North Campus with tape recorder, pad and pencil in hand and headed off towards Jesse Field. The climb over
the fence, during which I ripped my pants, left me in no mood
for what I still assumed was a practical joke. Mumbling
obsenities I wandered out onto the field. Suddenly, out of the
dark came a voice that was a mixture of Bruce Jenner and
, Woody Allen.
"Hi Steve," was the greeting I heard from the darkness. .'
"Hello," I answered, "who the heck is t h a t r "
"It's me, Luck," came the reply.
"Luck? Oh come off of it Jon." I was beginning to get a little scared.
"No, I really am Luck," the voice insisted. "You are familiar with my work. Remember Fred Brown."
"You make him throw that pass; that certainly was good
luck.'Usaid.
"For you Carolina fans it was, but what about the
Georgetown supporter? Some of them used stronger terms to
describe it than bad luck. You see that's my problem," Luck
continued. " I am schitzophrenic. It seems everything I do is
both good and back luck, depending on one's point of view.
Sometimes I get very depressed."

I still wasn't sure what was going on but I snapped on the
tape recorder and started taking notes, just to be safe.
"Well don't you want to ask me about
luck in Trinity
1
sports?" the voice queried.
"How do I know you're luck? For all I know you could be
death trying to trick me," I shot back.
"Oh be serious Steve. If death wants you he'll come to your
room," luck said with a bit of annoyance. "If you want the in-

Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K. Gellman
terview hurry up, there's an Australian Rules Football game 1
have to get t o . "
"Ok, let me see." I was still a bit shaken. "Did you have
anything to do with Peter Martin breaking his jaw against
Tufts?"
"Yes," luck said with a sign, "I was in a horrible mood that
day. Later Ifelt guilty so I tried to make up for it in the Union
game."
"You caused the fumble at the one?" I asked with increasing curiosity.
"Sure did, I thought it might be a little obvious but no one
seemed to notice," I could almost see a smile in the dark.
"Obviously the injuries to the members of the men's basket-

ball team were your doing." I was gaining confidence.
"Sometime I don't know what gets into me. I lose track of
my distribution of luck and a team doesn't get a fair chance to
perform. On the other hand I did use a Trinity game to practice the Fred Brown maneuver. In the last seconds of the Bates
game they threw the ball away twice and Trinity won. After
that I felt confident about the NCAA's," Luck explained,
"Have you done anything here recently," I asked.
"Matter of fact I have." Luck went on, "In the ninth inning
of Thursday's baseball game I pushed that Wesleyan fly ball a
couple of feet foul."
I was stunned and unable to speak but luck continued to
talk after a brief pause.
.
"It's funny, people often confuse me with 'bad call.' Actually coaches make that mistake most often. That really annoys me. And then people called that snowstorm bad luck.
Hey, I had nothing to do with it. I mean who knows why
Mother Nature decided on a foot of snow the first week or
spring sports but I most definitely had nothing to do with it,"
luck concluded emphatically.
I heard the voice call o.irjt a farewell as it faded into the night.
After calling out a thank you 1 turned off the tape recorder
and trudged back to North Campus. On the way I tripped and
twisted by ankle. I attributed it to clumsiness, but I wasn't
sure.
,
Upon returning to my room I rewound the tape and pushed
the play button. Not a single sound had been recorded. Of all
the luck.

Crew Power Shocks
Georgetown, Drexel
</-.

* f[

Art Strong winds up for a backhand.

photo by Howard Sacilnsky

Amrien Sets Two School Marks
By Steve Klots
The Trinity
women's track
team finished second in a three-way
meet Saturday afternoon. The final
score was Smith 60, Trinity 52, and
Williams 34. Due to difficult conditions, several of the times and
distances were disappointments for
the Bantams, although Elizabeth
Amrien highlighted the day by setting two school records.
Although no Bantam won in the
field events, several points were
picked up in placing second, third,
or fourth. Ann Malabre and Debbie
[ Cronin took third and fourth in the
javelin, and Cronin came back with
thirds in the shot and the discus.
Wendy Kershner, Liz Souder, and
Jeanne Monnes finished second,
third, and fourth in the high jump
respectively, with Kershner going
five feet even. Karen Orczyk took
second in the long jump to finish
off the scoring in the field events
for the Bantams.
Trinity scored the majority of
their points on the track. Amrien
took first in the mile, setting a new
school record with a time of 5:22.1.
1

She came back later in the two mile
to set another school record with
11:35.5, as she lapped every other
competitor. Another strong eyent
for Trinity was the hurdles, as Monnes won in 18.5 seconds and Julie
Behrens was second. Behrens also
finished fourth in the 100 yard
dash. Orczyk arid Souder came in
third and fourth in the 440 for a
total of three points, and Maria
Rosenfeld picked up a third in-the
half. Overshadowed by Amrien

were fine performances by Jeanine
Looney and Malabre, as they took
second in the mile and t\yo mile
respectively. Although Trinity was
close to the scoring all d p , the
women from Smith finally prevailed,
i
•

• •

:

i

Afterwards, Coach H^zletonsaid, "Elizabeth did very wjell, setting two college records. Ifm also
very pleased with the hurdlers, who
did very well." He also cifed Kershner's victory in the highjimp.

Bantams At Home
Baseball
Women's Lacrosse
Softball
Track
Baseball
Softball
Women's Lacrosse
L,..., ...

—•

Apr. 20
Apr. 20
Apr. 20
Apr. 21'
•'

Apr. 23

Apr. 24
Apr. 26
-—

3:00
3:30
3:30
3:00
3:00
1:00
3:30
, ,J

On a mild yet blustery Saturday
afternoon, the Trinity Crew again
proved its prowess as a racing
power. The crew came away with a
near sweep of all races against
Georgetown and Drexel on Carnegie Lake in Princeton.
The Freshnien Lightweights and
Heavyweights continued their undefeated season by beating their opponents from Washington and Philadelphia. The J.V, Lightweight eight
entered the winner's circle for the
first time by soundly defeating
Georgetown by twfa lengths with
Drexel on the horizon (ODH). In a
total wipeout the Varsity Lightweights buried their Varsity foes
coming across the finish line with
clean bladework, grinning in exultation.
The Novice Women met with less
success in their race with Georgfe
town and Drexel. The first thousand meters was close, but the
Hoyas eventually handed this boat
the first defeat of its season,
Coach Debbie Davis' Varsity
Women extended their winning
streak by thrashing the two opposing crews. The Women's crew had
to put together a J.V. eight com-

posed of the J.V. lightweight four
and four novice qarswomen who
had raced earlier 'in the day. Even '
though this eight had never practiced together before this race, the
group downed the Georgetown
crew by pulling ahead in the last 500
meters of a cjose race. .,.. ... ,,,•
The Varsity Heavies trounced
upon the Hoyas and left Drexel far
behind. The t Heavies, new Carbpcraft, the Norman T. Graf,' tore
across the finish with raw power,
expertise, and unabashed style. The
Heavyweight four had their second
defeat of the season when Georgetown pulled out and bested them by
several seconds with Drexel a distant third.
The Georgetown-Drexel meet
marked the halfway point of this
season with only two more races.
There are only three weeks to
the Dad Vail Regatta. The race conditions were a welcome change
from the previous two weeks on the
cold Connecticut River. Coaches
Norman Graf, Burt Apfelbawm,
Davis, and Henry Fox were pleased
with the results of Saturday's race:
it was a Igood. day for the blue and
gold.

Bantam Sports
*** In Brief ***

Kurth

Basketball

On April 29, the Northern Connecticut Chapter of the National
Football Foundation and Hall of
Fame will present outgoing Trinity
Athletic Director Karl Kurth, Jr.,
with its Distinguished American
Award at its 16th Annual ScholarAthlete Awards Dinner. Kurth,
who is retiring in May, is being honored for his contribution to the
game of football as a player, coach,
and athletic director. He played his
college varsity football at Springfield College, where he captained
the squad his senior year. He then
coached, high school football in
East Hartford before coming to
Trinity as varsity line coach, where
he worked with the unbeaten teams
of 1954-55-. He became Trinity's
Athletic Director in 1966."

Chris' Lofgren, the leading scorer
and MVP of Trinity's Northeast
championship women's varsity basketball team, has been named Connecticut Collegiate Div. Ill
Women's Basketball Offensive
Playeri-of-the-Year by the New
Haven Tap-Off Club. Lofgren.
who set a new Trinity single season
record when she was nationally
ranked this winter with 301 rebounds, will receive her award at the
Tap-Off Club dinner at the Melebus.
Chil- in New Haven on April 27.
Lofgren, a six-foot center and a
sophomore, is the second Trinity
player in two years to win that particular award: classmate and teammate Karen Orczyk was named Offensive PlayeT-of-the-Year in 1981.
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Laxwomen Rally To Edge Mt. Holyoke 7-5
by Parsons Witbeck
The Women's Varsity Lacrosse
team ended their first week of
games Saturday with a 2-0-1 record.
On-Wednesday, the team headed
to Middletown to play Wesleyan,
and as in most Trin-Wes games, the
rivalry was aggressive and tough.
. Due to the blizzard, the Wesleyan
game was the season's opener for
- the Bantams. The opening game jitters were evident, especially in the
team's passing, as Wesleyan popped in three quick goals at the start
of the game, Freshman Sydney Fee
made some defensive plays at midfield which set up a scoring drive in
the attacking end. Goals by Lisa
Nolen, Laney Lynch and Nina
Porter helped Trin tie the game,
and the first half ended in a 7-7 tie.
The beginning of the second half
saw an exchange of goals, followed
by two scores by Porter which put
Trin into the lead; Trinity gained a
three goal lead before Wesleyan
'rallied, tallying three straight goals
late in the second half to even the
score. Although Kat Castle and
Carole Passarelli gave the attack a
boost in the final minutes, the Bantams were unable to break the time
and Sally Larkin and Parsons
Witbeck thwarted several Wesleyan
drives to keep the game in an U-l 1
tie.
The J.V. team took to the field
and immediately showed Wesleyan
that they were not going to settle for
a tie. Fast ball movement at midfield by Cynthia Hunter and Sue
Cutler helped set up goals by Linda
Johnson, Lisa Sperry, Sue Cassazza
and Ruthie Strong. The defense
looked strong and goalie Penny
Perkins kept Wesleyan at bay giving
the J.V. a 7-5 win.
Friday, Mt. Holyoke travelled to
Hartford, but was sent back home
with a 7-5 loss against Ihe Bantams.
With a large home crowd watching,
the attack fired up and pounded 44
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Tracy Swecker (#8) tries to move past a Mount Holyoke defender as Nina Porter looks on (#3). The Jaxwomen rallied to defeat Holyoke 7-S.
shots at the outstanding Mt. however, as a perfect long bounce
roll, Strong, Cutler, and Hunter all with a goal by Nolen, who was the
Holyoke goalie. Goals by Nolen shot by Porter evened the count.
scored to power the J.V. to a 10-6 high scorer With six goals. Conn
and Sherry Benzei, with assists by Tracy Swecker scored the go ahead
victory.
and Trin again exchanged goals,
Schwartz and Porter gave Trinity goal, and Nolen added an insurance
but Conn added quick goals forcing
The final game of the week saw
the scoring edge. On defense, third- tally with a assist going to Larkin to
the Trinity defense to switch to a
the team pitted against Connecticut
man Laura Gill played an excellent complete the swing. Connie Newfon
College. Although Trin had easily zone formation. The defensive
game, breaking up Holyoke of fen-? had a relative 'easy' day in goal,
beaten C O . in Florida, the Varsity change seemed to disrupt the
sive thrusts. Wing Andrea Mooney making 10 saves.
. ;' ;
was playing its third game in four Camels as interceptions by Cutler
forced the play on her side of the
In the J.V. game it seemed that
days, while Conn had had three and Gill sent the ball back down the
field wide of the goal while Larkin every attack player was out to
days off sinceitheir last game. From field, where goals by Lynch, Porter,
and Witbeck contained the fast score. Johnson was the high scorer
the first draw, it was clear that the and Schwartz gave Trinity a 10-6
Holyoke attack. Two goals by with three goals, and Karen Camels were out for revenge, as lead at the half.
Holyoke put the vistors into the Rodgcrs put two past the Holyoke
they went on the board first with an
lead, 5-4. The lead was short lived, goalie. Chandler Luke, Tish Barearly goal. Trinity quickly retaliated
continued on page 14

Holy Cross, MIT
Fall To Laxmen
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Ned Ide controb the ball in Trinity's victory over Holy Cross.

photo by Kim Johnston

The Trinity College lacrosse team
upped its record to 2-1 this week after mounting wins over Holy-Cross
and MIT. In doing so they proved
they are one of the top contenders
for the New England Division III
crown.
The Bantams hosted Holy Cross
Thursday in what was anticipated
to be a tough test. The Crusaders.
were 3-0 and fielded their best team
in recent years. They were also
ranked above Trinity in the weekly
rankings, a fact that provided the
Bantams with extra motivation.
Trinity quickly jumped out to a lead
and never relinquished it! Goals by
Jamie Birmingham, Michael Brigham and Ned Ide gave the laxmen
an early 4-2 advantage which increased to 6-3 by halftime.
In the second half the Bantams
began to take complete control.
Ted Austin added two beautiful
goals on blistering shots the goalie
never even saw, while Craig Vought
tallied another. Chris Delaney
assisted Bngham who fired in his
third goal of the day, after the team
completed a textbook clear.
The laxmen outplayed the Crusaders in every aspect of the game.
The Bants outshot Holy Cross 4823 while also picking up 48 ground

balls to 21 for the Crusaders.
Saturday the laxmen travelled to
Boston to meet the Engineers of
MIT. The Bants played even" with
MIT until Bill Schaufler added an
extraman goal on a feed from Birmingham, minutes into the game. A
few moments later Ide pumped in
another to put Trinity up 2-0. The
Engineers retaliated, however, by
scoring a fast-break goal on the ensuing face-off. Trinity seemed insensed by MIT's easy tally and
quickly scored twice on goals by
Jamie Kapteyn and Brigliam before
the quarter ended.
In the second quarter, Trinity
began to relax, allowing MIT to get
back in the game. Peter Miller added another extra-man goal but
MIT tallied twice, making the score
5-3. Ide replied with a goal of his
own on a beautiful righthanded
drive to the cage, resulting in a three
goal Bantam lead.
The laxmen played a tenacious
third quarter but could not break
MIT's back. Ziggy Wendin, Shaufler and Birmingham all added goals
but the Engineers still refused to
quit.
In the final stanza, MIT came
continued on page 14

